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forces, is used as a case study to explore the implications of our attempts to impose 
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Orleans leading up to and immediately following Hurricane Katrina (2005) reveals that 

the root of the trouble in the city is not primarily environmental, technological, political, 

or sociological, but philosophical: there is something amiss in the relationship between 

human rationality and the corporeal world. I argue that policy decisions which do not 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Aristotle defines man as the political animal. We live together in clans, tribes, 

villages, towns, and cities; we create policies so that we might live together in peaceful, 

stable environments. And we need reliable information to make these policy decisions.  

In contemporary culture, the best decisions are considered to be those supported 

by objective facts gained though scientific observation, experimentation, and prediction. 

It is increasingly clear, however, that scientific knowledge is an insufficient foundation 

for political decision-making. Science is not intended to instruct or to guide human 

action, but only to describe (and if possible, to predict) elements in our world. It does not 

take into account information about human values, priorities, identity, and meaning.  

Aristotle also defines man as the rational animal. Modern society emphasizes the 

modifier ‘rational’ -- we regard our ‘animal’ nature as inessential, capricious, irrational, 

or as something which must be overcome. But humans are both thinking and feeling 

beings. We cannot divorce the mind from the world of flesh, sensation, and animal 

passions. Attempting to do so impoverishes our ability to make sense of our experience.  

Moreover, attempting to control nature through scientific knowledge and 

technological controls reinforces false distinctions and conceals important truths. Once 

we look beyond a few simple cases, we see that the distinction between objective and 

subjective, between 'facts' and 'values,' is an illusory one. The study of physical entities in 

the world, like the study of human meanings, is deeply interpretive, deeply contextual,
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and rooted in time and place. Experiences and emotions cannot simply be dismissed as 

'subjective' – they frequently provide well informed, rational, and necessary knowledge 

about the world. Modern culture regards science as truth, but the scientific method 

provides only one of a number of paths to knowledge. Relying solely on one 

epistemological approach limits our ability to see multiple dimensions of an entity or an 

experience; it hinders us from recognizing multiple ways that the world reveals itself.  

This thesis examines the environmental and social consequences of maintaining 

the artificial divide between thinking and feeling, mind and matter, logos and eros. New 

Orleans, a city where the natural environment and human sensuality are both dominant 

forces, is used as a case study to explore the implications of our attempts to impose 

rational controls on nature – both physical and human nature. An analysis of New 

Orleans leading up to and immediately following Hurricane Katrina (2005) reveals that 

the root of the trouble in the city is not primarily environmental, technological, political, 

or sociological, but philosophical: there is something amiss in the relationship between 

human rationality and the corporeal world. I argue that policy decisions which do not 

include the contributions of experts from the humanities and qualitative social sciences – 

persons with expertise on human emotions, intentions, priorities and desires – will 

continue to be severely compromised. The range of information commonly disregarded 

as ‘subjective’ yields important knowledge about our relationship to the world – not 

knowledge which is inferior or preliminary to the powers of scientific reasoning, but 

distinct, essential evidence about the human experience. At the same time, scientific 

knowledge itself cannot meet the chimerical criteria of absolute objectivity, but is rather 
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integrally bound in cultural and historical contexts, human perspectives, and political 

priorities.  

The levee mentality in New Orleans – the faith that rigid barriers offer absolute 

protection from the threat of powerful natural forces – is a useful analogue to some of the 

defining aspects of modern society. Modernity – by which I mean the development of a 

scientific, democratic, and capitalistic worldview since the 17th century – has been 

characterized by an emphasis on reduction, specialization, and rational organization. 

There is no place in modern epistemology for ambiguous emotions or intuition – ‘gut’ 

feelings. Priorities are defined by economic benefits and costs that serve subjective 

preferences. The real is defined by mathematical science: it is constituted only by that 

which can be verified and, especially, controlled.  I contrast this rational ideal to the city's 

erotic culture: the traditions of music, carnival, and sex in New Orleans. Human 

sensuality, an expression of our carnal nature, occupies a prominent position in the 

identity of the city. But it too has been subject to rational and technological controls, 

attempts to divide the world of the flesh from the world of the mind. We can learn a good 

deal about human nature by looking at eros in New Orleans – at the ways a subversive, 

concupiscent city refuses to submit to rational boundaries and clear distinctions. I argue 

that realistic policy in New Orleans must overcome the levee mentality and the view that 

nature can be disciplined by scientific, technological rationality. It must reintegrate 

scientific knowledge with knowledge about human passions, commitments, and desires. 

Modern science has taught us that nature can be isolated, understood, and 

mastered. With the failure of the levees and the breakdown in communication and 
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cooperation after Hurricane Katrina, New Orleans reveals the limits of the modern 

project. In Chapter 2, I explore the impacts of an emphasis on segregation, specialization, 

and control in both the political and environmental realms. This divide-and-conquer 

‘technological rationality’ is a result of modernist ideals, and it is underlies the failures 

and short-sightedness that led to the tragic aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. The chapter 

concludes by tracing the pervasive control-of-nature mentality throughout the history of 

New Orleans, the city geographer Craig Colten has called an unnatural metropolis.  

Chapter 3 considers the erotic element of the city, in order to form a more 

nuanced understanding of human passions, ambiguity, and non-scientific knowledge. 

New Orleans is characterized by a profound connection with the sensuous. The city is 

voluptuous, hedonistic, and provocative; it is also vulnerable and dependent. New 

Orleans's jazz tradition, its identification with loose morals and prostitution, the Carnival 

culture with its iconoclast traditions and imagery, and the dark histories of the city – its 

associations with slave trade and racial divisions in general, its longstanding 

confrontations with plague and pestilence, even its reputation as the most haunted city in 

America – are all expressions of the city's relationship to eros.  

In Chapter 4, the metaphor of liquidity is used to reconcile the seemingly 

opposing forces of objective and subjective in New Orleans. Liquidity – dissolving hard 

boundaries, resisting rigid distinctions – is an apt metaphor for New Orleans, where water 

is the source of prosperity but also of destruction. Current social and environmental 

policies, intent on controlling nature, are based on unsound philosophical principles. 

Maintaining the barrier that separates scientific knowledge from the natural world 
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prevents us from finding policy solutions that correspond to reality. In a city with a river 

that refuses to be contained, and where traditions of eros and ambivalence defy any 

disciplining force, an effective approach to knowledge and policy must include resilience, 

flexibility, and an attunement toward the passions and concerns of the people. In this 

chapter I examine the implications of technological rationality in the city by locating its 

beginnings in modern philosophy. This analysis reveals some points about the limits of 

knowledge and rationality for policy making in the 'real world.' I then consider questions 

such as: what would a more inclusive and improvisational understanding of knowledge 

and policy mean for environmental management, city planning, and disaster preparedness 

in New Orleans? I suggest that it would include a greater acceptance of vulnerability and 

would engender creative approaches to living with uncertainty. Decisions would be based 

not solely on scientific knowledge or economic principles, but they would include 

knowledge of human meaning and values – knowledge from experts in fields such as 

history, literature, theology, and philosophy. 

 New Orleans is a city that defies attempts to make hard distinctions. The levees 

breached by Hurricane Katrina are a symbol of our failed attempt to build walls (actual or 

ideological) to construct a tidy but untrue model of the universe. Creating permeability in 

our barriers reduces our ability to control our environment, but it increases our resilience; 

it allows us the possibility of a more authentic and meaningful relationship with the 

world.



 

CHAPTER 2 

NEW ORLEANS, OCTAVIA’S KIN 

Now I will tell how Octavia, the spider-web city, is made. 
There is a precipice between two steep mountains: the city is over 
the void, bound to the two crests with ropes and chains and 
catwalks. You walk on the little wooden ties, careful not to set 
your foot in the open spaces, or you cling to the hempen strands. 
Below there is nothing for hundreds and hundreds of feet: a few 
clouds glide past; farther down you can glimpse the chasm’s bed. 

This is the foundation of the city: a net which serves as 
passage and as support. All the rest, instead of rising up, is hung 
below:… rope ladders, hammocks, houses made like sacks, clothes 
hangers, terraces like gondolas, skins of water, gas jets, spits, 
baskets on strings, dumb-waiters, showers, trapezes and rings for 
children’s games, cable cars, chandeliers, pots with trailing plants. 

Suspended over the abyss, the life of Octavia’s inhabitants 
is less uncertain that in other cities. They know the net will last 
only so long. 

 
Calvino, Invisible Cities 

 

New Orleans geographer Pierce Lewis famously wrote that New Orleans was “an 

inevitable city on an impossible site.” Situated on marshland between the Mississippi 

River, Lake Pontchartrain, and the Gulf of Mexico, the topography of New Orleans 

resembles a bowl. More than 80 percent of the city lies below sea level: areas nearer the 

river are the highest in elevation, and the center of the city averages 5 feet below sea 

level. Since the city’s founding and colonization by France in 1718, an army of 

geologists, hydrologists, meteorologists, and engineers have tried to anticipate and 
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control the environment in and around New Orleans. The result is a city much like 

Calvino’s fictional Octavia, a tenuous edifice that depends on a convoluted web of 

engineering marvels and jerry-rigged innovations to make life possible in an underwater 

city. Only through an elaborate configuration of levees, pumps, bayous, drainage canals, 

embankments, seawalls, jetties, breakwaters, and spillways is New Orleans made 

habitable (see Figure 1). 

On the eve of Hurricane Katrina the Orleans Levee District consisted of 129 miles 

of levees and floodwalls, 189 floodgates, 97 flood valves, and two flood control 

structures (Orleans Levee District). The levees and floodwalls act as barriers to water 

rushing in from the river and lake, but they also trap water in the city. In order to keep 

rain and flood water from collecting in the deep parts of the bowl, water must constantly 

be pumped out. To this end, ninety miles of subsurface canals (many large enough to 

drive a bus through), another ninety miles of open canals, twenty-two pumping stations, 

and thirteen underpass stations drain over 61,000 acres in the Orleans and Jefferson 

parishes. In an average year the drainage system expels 12.9 billion cubic feet of 

rainwater from the region’s lowlands. Figure 2 below illustrates the extensive barrier 

system lining the river, the lake, and the canals between the two. 

Figure 1: Cross-section of New Orleans (Waltham 2005, 228). 
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Figure 2: Rendering of New Orleans levee system (Times-Picayune 2005). 

These defenses, so vital to the safety and survival of the city, are the product of 

nearly 300 years of human-engineered systems attempting to keep water out of the city. 

The first French settlers piled earth on top of the natural rise in elevation at the river’s 

edge to protect their colonizing efforts. The first organized levee construction occurred in 

1722-23, when the outpost along the river was promoted to the status as the capital of 

Louisiana (Campanella 2002, 54). By 1724 the first levee was 6 feet wide, about 3,000 

feet long, and 3 feet high. Over the next decade private land developers worked 

constantly to extend the levee along both sides of the river. This work was supervised at 

the local level, first by commandants, then by parish and county governments 

(Campanella 2002, 54). Local responsibility of the levee remained the operative policy 
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through the city’s transfers first to Spanish rule, back again to French authority, and 

continued after Louisiana became an American territory with the signing of the Louisiana 

Purchase in 1803. Construction and maintenance by private citizens and little in the way 

of supervision or standardization made the levees uneven in quality and effectiveness. 

Change in flood protection policy, and the beginnings of federal involvement in flood 

protection in New Orleans, came after a crevasse in the levee at Pierre Sauvé’s plantation 

on May 3, 1849 flooded 220 city blocks (Campanella 2002, 56). However, the federal 

government did not assume full responsibility for design and construction of the New 

Orleans levees until after the great Mississippi River flood of 1927. Even then, and up to 

this day, the flood protection system is a continuation of a centuries-old project and one 

that must be understood as much as an historical narrative as it is a product of 

engineering technology. 

The organization of flood control authority and knowledge in New Orleans is as 

problematic as the construction of the flood protection system. Communication and 

coordination among scientists, engineers, policy-makers, and the public in New Orleans 

is fraught with interpretive and historical intricacies. For example, it is unclear who was 

in charge of the levees prior to their failure during Hurricane Katrina1. The problem of 

accountability was debated at a December 2005 Homeland Security and Governmental 

Affairs Committee hearing of the US Senate, where Republican Sen. Norm Coleman of 

Minnesota admitted, "My mom didn't raise dumb kids, and I'm a little confused as to who 

                                                 
1 As of January 1, 2007, the Orleans Levee District has been dissolved. Management of the levees is now 
the responsibility of two new regional levee boards: the Southeast Louisiana Flood Protection Authority – 
East, and the Southeast Louisiana Flood Protection Authority – West Bank. 
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has ultimate responsibility" (quoted in Ahlers 2005). At the local level, the City Sewerage 

and Water Board was in control of the pumping stations and some portions of the levees. 

At the state level, the Orleans Levee District, established in 1890, was placed in charge of 

flood protection by the state legislature. Until its reorganization in 2007 six of the eight 

directors of the Levee District were political appointees, serving at the pleasure of the 

governor. After the great Mississippi River Flood of 1927, the United States Congress 

gave the US Army Corps of Engineers supervision of flood control throughout the 

Mississippi Valley, but the Levee District remained in control of daily operation. 

Interaction between the Levee District and the Corps has been intermittent, consisting 

mainly of a twice-yearly joint levee inspection. According to a CNN.com report of the 

senate hearing, “when asked who was responsible for emergency repairs to New Orleans 

levees, a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers official and a Louisiana state official both said 

the Orleans Levee District -- at least in the early stages of an incident. When the former 

president of the levee district -- a local body -- was asked, he said the responsibility 

‘unequivocally’ falls to the Corps of Engineers” (Ahlers 2005).  

Adding to the confusion of experts and decision-makers are the geologists, 

hydrologists, and ecologists concerned with the effect of on-going engineering projects 

on the health of the wetlands surrounding the city. Decision-makers, interested primarily 

in the economic viability of the city, tended to favor solutions that seemed the most 

profitable. The one certainty in New Orleans, agreed on by all, was that the city lay in 

wait of “the big one,” the major hurricane that would topple the city. But no one entity 

was responsible for looking synoptically at flood management infrastructure or 
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emergency planning. In general, there has been a troubling disconnect in New Orleans 

between information and action. The proliferation of scientific and technological 

expertise, without processes in place for synthesis or global management and 

implementation, resulted in a patchwork confusion of interests where expert information 

and technological solutions were pursued as substitutes to reasonable strategies for living 

in a precarious natural environment.  

The epigraph at the beginning of this chapter is taken from Italo Calvino’s 

Invisible Cities (1974), in which merchant-explorer Marco Polo describes to Kublai Kahn 

all the cities that make up Kahn’s vast empire. As Calvino’s narrative unfolds, Kahn 

realizes that Marco Polo’s astonishing reports are actually all tales of Venice, Polo’s 

distant homeland. For Calvino, Venice is an invisible city; it does not exist. Venice is not 

one city, but an infinite number of cities, with an infinite number of pasts, presents, and 

futures.  

 After the devastation wrought by Hurricane Katrina, the country has become 

aware of another invisible city: New Orleans. The United States is in the process of 

defining New Orleans—committing her to memory and preparing to restore her to life. 

This process will be done by geologists, economists, and city-planners; by policy-makers 

and politicians; by residents and tourists. It will be important to recognize the multiple 

identities, multiple knowledges, multiple experiences. This is a task that goes beyond 

scientific expertise. It depends on an understanding of the city that is tied to history, 

narrative, and hermeneutics. 
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An Excess of Objectivity: What We Knew Before Katrina 

 

It was a broiling August afternoon in New Orleans, Louisiana, the 
Big Easy, the City That Care Forgot. Those who ventured outside moved 
as if they were swimming in tupelo honey. Those inside paid silent 
homage to the man who invented air-conditioning as they watched TV 
"storm teams" warn of a hurricane in the Gulf of Mexico. Nothing 
surprising there: Hurricanes in August are as much a part of life in this 
town as hangovers on Ash Wednesday.  

But the next day the storm gathered steam and drew a bead on the 
city. As the whirling maelstrom approached the coast, more than a million 
people evacuated to higher ground. Some 200,000 remained, however—
the car-less, the homeless, the aged and infirm, and those die-hard New 
Orleanians who look for any excuse to throw a party.  

The storm hit Breton Sound with the fury of a nuclear warhead, 
pushing a deadly storm surge into Lake Pontchartrain. The water crept to 
the top of the massive berm that holds back the lake and then spilled 
over… A liquid brown wall washed over the brick ranch homes of 
Gentilly, over the clapboard houses of the Ninth Ward, over the white-
columned porches of the Garden District, until it raced through the bars 
and strip joints on Bourbon Street like the pale rider of the Apocalypse. As 
it reached 25 feet (eight meters) over parts of the city, people climbed onto 
roofs to escape it.  

Thousands drowned in the murky brew that was soon 
contaminated by sewage and industrial waste. Thousands more who 
survived the flood later perished from dehydration and disease as they 
waited to be rescued. It took two months to pump the city dry, and by then 
the Big Easy was buried under a blanket of putrid sediment, a million 
people were homeless, and 50,000 were dead. It was the worst natural 
disaster in the history of the United States (Bourne 2004). 

 
The above account is fictional. It was written in October 2004 – nearly a year 

before Hurricane Katrina. It describes, with uncanny accuracy, the potential impact of a 

strong hurricane striking New Orleans. Despite President George W. Bush’s now famous 

declaration, that “I don’t think anyone anticipated the breach of the levees,” the possible 

consequences of a devastating storm off the Gulf of Mexico has been common 

knowledge in New Orleans for a very long time. For example, we now know that the day 
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before Katrina, Bush was warned by federal disaster officials about what could happen 

should the levees break. More generally, though, the certainty of hurricanes and major 

flooding is a constant and inescapable reality of life in New Orleans. Tales of past storms 

are passed from generation to generation, becoming part of the city’s urban lore, and 

residents commonly refer to the inevitability of the “big one”– the future storm that will 

be destructive enough to wipe out the entire city.  

In July 2000 Time ran a cover story called “The Big Easy on the Brink”, which 

predicted what a major hurricane’s direct hit to the city would look like: "If a flood of 

biblical proportions were to lay waste to New Orleans, [LSU engineer] Joe Suhayda has a 

good idea how it could happen. A Category 5 hurricane would come barreling out of the 

Gulf of Mexico. It would cause Lake Pontchartrain, north of New Orleans, to overflow, 

pouring down millions of gallons of water into the city. Then things would really get 

ugly. Evacuation routes would be blocked. Buildings would collapse. Chemicals and 

hazardous waste would dissolve, turning the floodwaters into a lethal soup. In the end, 

what was left of the city might not be worth saving. 'There's concern it would essentially 

destroy New Orleans,' says Suhayda" (Cohen 2000). In 2002 the New Orleans Time 

Picayune ran a five-part series called “Washing Away” featuring the headline: “It's only a 

matter of time before South Louisiana takes a direct hit from a major hurricane. Billions 

have been spent to protect us, but we grow more vulnerable every day” (McQuaid, John 

and Schleifstein, Mark 2002, J2)  And in 2005, almost exactly 3 months before Hurricane 

Katrina, Chris Mooney wrote in The American Prospect: “Currently, pretty much every 

long-term trend cuts against the safety of New Orleans. Levees are subsiding; coastal 
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wetlands (which can slow storm surges) are continually disappearing; and sea levels are 

rising. And then there's global warming -- a warmer world with warmer ocean 

temperatures should theoretically experience worse hurricanes. Most importantly, the 

Atlantic Ocean appears to have entered an active hurricane cycle, with the potential to 

fling storms at the Gulf Coast for years to come…” (Mooney 2005). 

The PBS program NOW featured a 2002 story about the vulnerability of the city, 

in which the connection between the construction of levees, the loss of wetlands, and the 

city’s increased vulnerability to even small storms were discussed:  

New Orleans has always had a huge natural shield that helps protect it from 
storms: there are miles and miles of wetlands, between the city and the Gulf of 
Mexico. When a hurricane blows over them, it loses some of its power. But as we 
reported a couple of weeks ago, this shield is breaking apart. And here's the irony: 
the wetlands are disappearing because of the levees. The very levees that were 
supposed to protect New Orleans. They stopped the Mississippi River from 
flooding, but it turns out that they also triggered an environmental chain reaction, 
which is starving the wetlands to death. Scientists say if this shield keeps 
crumbling over the next few decades, then it won't take a giant storm to cause a 
disaster. A much weaker, more common kind of hurricane could devastate New 
Orleans (Zwerdling 2002). 

And the knowledge of the danger of such a storm did not go completely ignored 

by the federal government: “Hurricane Pam” is a fictional storm created by FEMA in a 

2004 exercise devised for the explicit purpose of disaster preparedness in New Orleans. 

That exercise used computer modeling to simulate a slow-moving class three hurricane 

over New Orleans. The exercise covered issues such as search-and-rescue; removing 

floodwater from the city; sheltering needs during and after the storm; and the potential 

health hazards from stagnant water and toxic chemicals in floodwaters, released from the 

petrochemical and gas refineries south of the city. In the Hurricane Pam scenario 300,000 
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residents were unable to evacuate on their own. This finding signaled the need to develop 

alternative evacuation strategies. Most elements of the Hurricane Pam exercise were 

never brought to a conclusion; there was to be a second exercise the following year, but 

none took place, purportedly because of a lack of funding. But the exercise does indicate 

political awareness of the catastrophic consequences of a major hurricane to the city of 

New Orleans before Hurricane Katrina occurred.  

That such widespread knowledge existed before Katrina highlights the fact that 

knowledge alone does not translate into action, no matter how certain or widespread the 

knowledge is. In New Orleans pervasive awareness of hurricane risk did not prepare 

policy-makers or citizens for the danger of the storm. The most fundamental elements of 

emergency management were neglected or overlooked. For instance, in 2005 there was 

no realistic hurricane plan: not a single shelter in New Orleans certified by the Red Cross; 

no hurricane command center for officials; no communication network established in 

advance (Brinkley 2006, 15). The “City of New Orleans Comprehensive Emergency 

Management Plan,” prepared by city officials in 2000, amounted to a 14-page booklet. It 

was not specific to hurricanes, but a document offering guidelines for all hazards. It 

consisted primarily of general procedures without much in the way of detail, new ideas, 

or concrete directives. About a page and a half covered the city’s evacuation strategy. 

New Orleans’ perpetual nonchalance about certain disasters led novelist James Lee Burke 

to call the city “an insane asylum built on top of a sponge” (Duffy 2005).  

The deep rift between knowledge and action evident in New Orleans indicates 

that a different relationship between scientists, engineers, policy makers, and the general 
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public is required. The enlightenment credo “knowledge is power” only tells half of the 

story; the other half pertains to the use of that power. The most vital question here is not 

“what information do we lack,” but “how are we using (or not using, or misusing) the 

information that we have.” An overabundance of knowledge is both misleading and 

overwhelming: it can deceive us into thinking that enough knowledge will protect us; 

alternatively (sometimes even simultaneously) it can cause a feeling of confusion and 

helplessness. With multiple disciplines compiling vast amounts of new information, there 

is very little opportunity or inclination to look at existing information in a synthetic 

manner, prioritizing & managing the info, connecting it with strategic solutions.  

The disconnect between knowledge and action is not simply a matter of a lack of 

knowledge; nor is it merely a lack of knowledge in the right hands. Daniel Sarewitz has 

questioned the widespread belief that scientific knowledge provides adequate information 

for knowing how to act in the world (Sarewitz 2004, 385-403). At points, we suffer from 

an “excess of objectivity”: “the obstacle to achieving any type of shared scientific 

understanding of what… [any complex environmental problem] ‘means,’ and thus what it 

may imply for human action, is not a lack of scientific knowledge so much as the 

contrary—a huge body of knowledge whose components can be legitimately assembled 

and interpreted in different ways to yield competing views of the ‘problem’ and of how 

society should respond” (Sarewitz 2004, p. 389). In New Orleans although scientists, 

engineers, policy makers, and the public all shared a similar understanding of the unique 

vulnerabilities of their city and the probable consequences of a major Hurricane in the 
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region, theoretical knowledge was never successfully connected to concrete strategies for 

coping with the situation.  

 

Hurricane Katrina 

URGENT - WEATHER MESSAGE 
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE NEW ORLEANS LA 
1011 AM CDT SUN AUG 28 2005 
 
...DEVASTATING DAMAGE EXPECTED... 
 
HURRICANE KATRINA...A MOST POWERFUL HURRICANE WITH 
UNPRECEDENTED STRENGTH...RIVALING THE INTENSITY OF 
HURRICANE CAMILLE OF 1969.  
 
MOST OF THE AREA WILL BE UNINHABITABLE FOR 
WEEKS...PERHAPS LONGER. AT LEAST ONE HALF OF WELL 
CONSTRUCTED HOMES WILL HAVE ROOF AND WALL FAILURE. 
ALL GABLED ROOFS WILL FAIL...LEAVING THOSE HOMES 
SEVERELY DAMAGED OR DESTROYED. 
 
THE MAJORITY OF INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS WILL BECOME NON 
FUNCTIONAL. PARTIAL TO COMPLETE WALL AND ROOF FAILURE 
IS EXPECTED. ALL WOOD FRAMED LOW RISING APARTMENT 
BUILDINGS WILL BE DESTROYED. CONCRETE BLOCK LOW RISE 
APARTMENTS WILL SUSTAIN MAJOR DAMAGE...INCLUDING SOME 
WALL AND ROOF FAILURE. 
 
HIGH RISE OFFICE AND APARTMENT BUILDINGS WILL SWAY 
DANGEROUSLY...A FEW TO THE POINT OF TOTAL COLLAPSE. 
ALL WINDOWS WILL BLOW OUT. 
 
AIRBORNE DEBRIS WILL BE WIDESPREAD...AND MAY INCLUDE 
HEAVY ITEMS SUCH AS HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES AND EVEN 
LIGHT VEHICLES. SPORT UTILITY VEHICLES AND LIGHT 
TRUCKS WILL BE MOVED. THE BLOWN DEBRIS WILL CREATE 
ADDITIONAL DESTRUCTION. PERSONS...PETS...AND 
LIVESTOCK EXPOSED TO THE WINDS WILL FACE CERTAIN 
DEATH IF STRUCK. 
 
POWER OUTAGES WILL LAST FOR WEEKS...AS MOST POWER 
POLES WILL BE DOWN AND TRANSFORMERS DESTROYED. WATER 
SHORTAGES WILL MAKE HUMAN SUFFERING INCREDIBLE BY 
MODERN STANDARDS... 
 
THE VAST MAJORITY OF NATIVE TREES WILL BE SNAPPED OR 
UPROOTED. ONLY THE HEARTIEST WILL REMAIN 
STANDING...BUT BE TOTALLY DEFOLIATED. FEW CROPS WILL 
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REMAIN. LIVESTOCK LEFT EXPOSED TO THE WINDS WILL BE 
KILLED... 
 
ONCE TROPICAL STORM AND HURRICANE FORCE WINDS 
ONSET...DO NOT VENTURE OUTSIDE! 

 

This Urgent Weather Message was issued by the National Weather Service 

(NWS) at 10:11 a.m. Sunday, August 28.  The ominous, almost apocalyptic tone of the 

advisory was intended as a wake-up call to any who doubted that Hurricane Katrina 

would be an extremely serious storm. Katrina had been closely watched and well 

documented since Tuesday August 23, when the NWS reported Tropical Depression 

Twelve forming over the Bahamas from the remnants of Tropical Depression 10. That 

day the National Hurricane Center (NHC) released the first in what would be a series of 

61 advisories over the next seven days.  

Hurricane Katrina made first landfall in Florida as a Category 1 hurricane and 

weakened to a tropical storm during the early hours of Friday August 26. From there 

Katrina moved further west, and as it traveled over the warm waters of the Gulf of 

Mexico it strengthened rapidly in size and speed, intensifying into a powerful Category 5 

storm by Sunday August 28.  

Every forecast released after the afternoon of August 26 projected Katrina would 

make its second landfall as a Category 4 or 5 hurricane along the Gulf Coast, in the 

Mississippi-Louisiana region. The NHC also forecasted that the accompanying coastal 

storm surge would cause flooding 15to 20 feet above normal tide levels where the eye of 

the hurricane would make landfall. The various hurricane models used by the NHC, 
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usually projecting multiple diverging paths,2 were alarmingly consistent in their forecasts 

of Hurricane Katrina (see Figure 3). National Weather Service Director David Johnson 

later testified before Congress that “forecasts of where Katrina would go were more 

accurate than usual, with all of the forecast tracks during the last forty-eight hours lining 

up almost directly on top of the actual track” (Johnson 2005). 

 

Figure 3: Hurricane Katrina spaghetti plot (NHC 2005). 

The NHC, located in Miami, Florida, issues 72 hr tropical cyclone track and 

intensity forecasts 4 times per day for all storms in the north Atlantic and eastern north 

                                                 
2 The hurricane projection chart showing each potential path is called a spaghetti plot, for the various 
‘strands’ created by each modeling technique.  
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Pacific east of 140°W. NHC uses mathematical models run on the IBM R/S 6000 SP 

System super computer. These models represent the future motion and intensity of a 

tropical cyclone and its environment in a simplified manner. Hurricane forecasters then 

interpret model results to arrive at a final track and intensity forecast, distributing it to the 

public in the form of advisories. Three types of mathematical models are used: statistical, 

dynamical or a combination (statistical-dynamical). Statistical models forecast the future 

by comparing current information about a tropical cyclone to the historical behavior of 

similar storms. The historical record for storms in the north Atlantic begins in 1871, and 

the record for storms for the east Pacific extends back to 1945. Dynamical models use the 

results of global atmospheric data to forecast tropical cyclone motion and intensity. 

Global models take current wind, temperature, pressure and humidity observations and 

make forecasts of the actual atmosphere in which the cyclone exists. According to the 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association, “predictions from both computer models 

are only approximate. Statistical models don’t directly include current atmospheric 

conditions, and dynamical models omit the historical behavior of storms” (NOAA Public 

Affairs 2005). Each model provides a slightly (or significantly) different projection, and 

the cumulative picture allows scientists at the NHC to make estimates about the future 

storm.  

Another tool used to quantify and communicate hurricane intensity is the Saffir-

Simpson Damage Potential Scale, so named for Herbert Saffir and Robert Simpson, who 

created a system categorizing hurricanes into 5 ascending classes after their experience in 
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the 1969 Hurricane Camille. The system is based on a number of criteria – the dominant 

one being wind speed – to assess the likelihood of a storm surge (see Figure 4). 

Figure 4: Saffir-Simpson damage potential scale. 

 
Category 1 storms pose “No real damage to building structures. Damage primarily to 

unanchored mobile homes, shrubbery, and trees. Also, some coastal road flooding and 

minor pier damage” (Brinkley 2006, 16). Category 5 storms will cause “Complete roof 

failure on many residences and industrial buildings. Some complete building failures with 

small utility buildings blown over or away. Major damage to lower floors of all structures 

located less than fifteen feet above sea level and within 500 yards of the shoreline. 

Massive evacuation of residential areas on low ground within five to ten miles of the 

shoreline may be required” (Brinkley 2006, 17). It is now used in the United States and 

other countries (e.g., Japan and Australia) as the central factor in determining whether or 

not to evacuate. It is also how New Orleans engineers and policy-makers have come to 

assess and plan hurricane protection infrastructure. 

There are a number of problems with the way science is used in the world; at least 
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two are apparent in the Hurricane Katrina narrative. The first is a general confusion, 

present in different forms throughout scientific, political, and public communities, about 

the meaning of scientific information. Many perceive tools such as modeling 

technologies and classification systems like the Saffir-Simpson hurricane scale as 

measures of objective truth. The reality is quite different: these tools are derived from 

countless interpretations, assumptions, and decisions derived in large part from instinct, 

hermeneutic analyses, and gut feelings acquired from years of experience. The ancient 

Greeks understood this sort of knowledge as phronesis, or practical knowledge. Today 

such knowledge, though just as important as ever, is derogated or left unacknowledged in 

our ubiquitous distinctions between “objective” and “subjective” truth. Models combine 

quantitative data with the phronesis of the scientists and engineers to make predictions 

about the future. Because we have no way to conceptualize the kind of information 

provided by these kinds of tools, they are, in some ways, more misleading than useful. 

They seduce us by providing a deceptively realistic version of the world and by our 

unquestioning faith in scientific expertise (cf. Pilkey and Pilkey-Jarvis 2007; Lahsen 

2005). 

The second problem is, regardless of the accuracy and comprehensiveness of the 

data, scientific knowledge does not tell us what to do. Moreover, even when the evidence 

is clear and conclusive (most often it is neither), it does not seem to be persuasive in 

spurring people to act. Despite the certainty suggested by statistical probability and 

scientific modeling, many in New Orleans -- and throughout the nation -- remained 

nonchalant about the imminent storm. Some were hardened to the threat of hurricanes 
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and convinced (for reasons no more scientific than the history of personal experience) 

that it would turn or weaken at the last minute. Some refused to leave their homes and 

possessions unguarded. Still others were of the opinion that hurricanes were simply a part 

of the unpredictability of life in New Orleans. Many refused to take a “recommended” 

evacuation seriously, believing that if the storm was really going to be life-threatening 

then officials would issue a mandatory evacuation. It took a personal phone call from 

NHC director Max Mayfield – who does not tend to make personal calls to government 

officials – to convince New Orleans mayor Ray Nagin to evacuate the city. Finally, less 

than twenty-four hours before it was projected to hit New Orleans, Nagin declared a 

mandatory evacuation of New Orleans – the first ever in the city’s history. 

When the time comes for action, science does not seem to be a sufficient 

incentive. It is notable that the August 28 NWS advisory ceased to rely on scientific 

language to convey the urgency of the situation, resorting instead to visceral descriptions, 

hypothetical scenarios, and emotional appeals. 

Hours before making landfall the storm weakened in strength. Katrina hit 

southeast Louisiana at 6:10 am Monday, August 29 as a Category 3 hurricane with 

sustained winds of 125 mph (205 km/h). The storm had veered east of its projected 

course, and New Orleans was spared a direct hit. Many considered themselves lucky and 

breathed a sigh of relief. But in the aftermath of the storm communication failures, poor 

federal response, and extensive levee failure created a situation that quickly became one 

of the most devastating and costly in national history. 
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  Post-Katrina investigative reports all agree that the Greater New Orleans 

Hurricane Protection System of levees, flood walls, etc. did not function like a system. 

According to the Final Report of the Interagency Performance Evaluation Task Force, 

“The hurricane protection system in New Orleans and southeast Louisiana was a system 

in name only. The system’s performance was compromised by the incompleteness of the 

system, inconsistency in levels of protection, and the lack of redundancy. Incomplete 

sections of the system resulted in sections with lower protective elevations or transitions 

between types and levels of protection that were weak spots. Hurricane protection is what 

is known as a series system, meaning the failure of the weakest component causes the 

failure of the system. Inconsistent levels of protection were caused by differences in the 

quality of materials used in levees, differences in the conservativeness of floodwall 

designs, and variations in structure protective elevations due to subsidence and 

construction below the design intent (due to error in interpretation of vertical elevation 

datum information). Systems also need redundancy, a second tier of protection to help 

compensate for the potential failure of the first tier. Pumping is a form of redundancy; 

however, the pumping stations are not designed to operate in major hurricane conditions 

nor are they part of the hurricane protection system” (Link 2006). 

  The storm surge caused 53 levee breaches in metropolitan New Orleans. 3 major 

levee breaches occurred at the Industrial Canal; 2 at the 17th Street Canal; and 2 at the 

London Avenue Canal. The Mississippi River-Gulf Outlet Canal (“MR-GO”) breached 

its levees in approximately 20 places. About 80 percent of New Orleans was flooded for 
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days, in some places up to 20 feet. Much of the city remained under water for weeks 

(Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5: Map showing extent of flooding on Sept. 1, 2005 (Times Picayune 2005b). 

 

The levee failures were only one part of the post-storm crisis. Approximately 20 

percent of the population of New Orleans (over 100,000 people) did not or could not 

evacuate in time. The day before the storm hit, Mayor Nagin declared the 69,703-seat 

Superdome – the city’s largest building – a “special needs shelter.” By that night 10,000 

people had taken refuge there; the next day the number swelled to 26,000. At 9:00 a.m. 

Monday morning two roof sections blew off. As the eye of the storm progressed to within 

70 miles of the city, a puddle began to form at the 50-yard line. The facility lost power 

during the storm, so there were no lights, no air conditioning, no running water. Though 

it had been declared a “special needs shelter” by Mayor Nagin, there were only 5 
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physicians available there for medical emergencies, let alone the more mundane 

requirements of “special needs” victims (DHS Report, 30). The morning of Tuesday, 

August 30, the US Department of Health and Human Services assessed the Superdome as 

“uninhabitable” (DHS Report 2006, 39). 

By Monday afternoon (8/29), people began to be turned away from the over-

crowded Superdome, and rescuers started dropping people off in front of the New 

Orleans Convention Center. Captain MA Pfeiffer of the NOPD was quoted as saying, “It 

was supposed to be a bus stop where they dropped people off for transportation. The 

problem was, the transportation never came” (Haygood and Tyson 2005). By Monday 

afternoon, the crowd outside the Convention Center had grown to about 1,000 people. 

The convention center’s president addressed the crowd that evening, informing them that 

there was no food, water, medical care, or other services. Nevertheless, by late that 

evening, the convention center had been broken into and began to be occupied by 

evacuees who had nowhere to go. By Thursday September 1 there were as many as 

20,000 people there, in rapidly deteriorating conditions. Both FEMA head Michael 

Brown and Homeland Security Secretary Michael Chertoff claimed to have no 

knowledge of anyone in the Convention Center until the afternoon of Tuesday, 

September 1. 

The following table (Figure 6), taken from the Department of Homeland 

Security’s report on “The Federal Response to Hurricane Katrina: Lessons Learned,” 

delineates 15 emergency support functions (ESF) recognized by the US Government, and 

the primary department or agency responsible for providing them. Just as the hurricane 
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protection system did not function as a system, the disaster response did not function as a 

system. The major problems after Katrina came from an inability to communicate and 

coordinate response activity because of the complete absence of any unifying command 

structure. This is a symptom of the overall modern worldview that sees entities as 

distinct, self-sufficient, and functioning independently. Though we know intuitively that 

such a model of the world is incorrect, we continue to operate under entrenched, 

unexamined assumptions about the world – assumptions that are based on a 

paradigmatically scientific model emphasizing specialization and efficiency via the 

division of labor. This model can be seen in Figure 6. What is missing, however, is any 

integrating plan or command structure. After Katrina there were plenty of resources, 

departments, and individuals ready to provide the necessary emergency response. The 

trouble was, everyone was working alone. 

 
Figure 6: Emergency Support Functions (DHS Report 2006, 16). 
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The search and rescue operation is just one example of countless preventable 

tragedies resulting from the complete breakdown in the emergency response system. 

Under the current structure there are two components of search and rescue: Urban Search 

and Rescue (US&R) and civil search and rescue (SAR). From the DHS Report: “US&R 

refers to the specialized mission of rescuing victims trapped in collapsed structures. In 

contrast, SAR constitutes all other missions, such as maritime, aeronautical, and land 

rescues. However, there is no overarching plan that incorporates both aspects of search 

and rescue” (56). Because of this, there was no way to coordinate the “separate” 

functions: no one determining rescue priorities, areas to be searched, and what to do with 

rescued victims. In some cases rescuers were forced to leave people on highways where 

they were exposed to the elements and in need of transportation, food, and water. 

The blame for the tragedy following Katrina is attributable to multiple sources: 

the lack of communication between federal, state, and local governments; the 

incompetence of individuals like FEMA head Michael Brown; the engineering errors that 

precipitated structural failure of the levees; and inefficient emergency response – the list 

goes on. But underlying the diverse list of failures and ineptitude are a few common 

culprits. What failed most thoroughly after Hurricane Katrina was neither the New 

Orleans levee system nor any political or human element. What crumbled during and 

after the storm was, rather, a way of viewing the world as a collection of disparate 

elements – a ‘divide and conquer’ mentality that is eminently useful for the proliferation 

of scientific data but which breaks down when confronted by complex, real-world 

situations. An historical examination of human domination of nature in New Orleans 
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demonstrates the extent to which this mentality has altered the natural environment; it 

also reveals a pervasive attitude of domination and control that profoundly influences the 

way people approach the world around them. 

 

The Control of Nature in New Orleans 

Isaura, city of the thousand wells, is said to rise over a 
deep, subterranean lake. On all sides, wherever the inhabitants dig 
long vertical holes in the ground, they succeed in drawing up 
water, as far as the city extends, and no farther. Its green border 
repeats the dark outline of the buried lake; an invisible landscape 
conditions the visible one; everything that moves in the sunlight is 
driven by the lapping wave enclosed beneath the rock’s calcareous 
sky. 

Consequently two forms of religion exist in Isaura. 

The city’s gods, according to some people, live in the 
depths, in the black lake that feeds the underground streams. 
According to others, the gods live in the buckets that rise, 
suspended from a cable, as they appear over the edge of the wells, 
in the revolving pulleys, in the windlasses of the norias, in the 
pump handles, in the blades of the windmills that draw the water 
up from the drillings, in the trestles that support the twisting 
probes, in the reservoirs perched on stilts over the roofs, in the 
slender arches of the aqueducts, in all the columns of water, the 
vertical pipes, the plungers, the drains, all the way up to the 
weathercocks that surmount the airy scaffoldings of Isaura, a city 
that moves entirely upward.  

Calvino, Invisible Cities 
 

The 14 year-old future father of New Orleans, Jean Baptiste Le Moyne de 

Bienville, his explorer brother Pierre Le Moyne d’Iberville, and their crew arrived in the 

region in 1699. Their site was chosen for the purposes of defense and trade, but in order 

to live there the settlers struggled constantly to control natural environment. The ongoing 

attempt to control nature is directly related to the disaster brought on by Hurricane 
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Katrina. However, the arrival of the French explorers was not the beginning of human-

induced environmental change of the lower Mississippi valley; humans have been 

modifying that region for at least 4,000 years. Before d’Iberville arrived to claim the 

region for the French crown, Native Americans had lived in those marshes since 2000 

B.C., subsisting on hunting, gathering, and especially fishing. The remains of their meals 

of clams, or rangia, accumulated over time and formed shell middens, resulting in the 

creation of new eco-zones as the shells piled up over hundreds of years. This slightly 

higher ground elevation prompted colonizers to identify the region as a viable place to 

settle (Kidder 2000, 13). 

In the early years of the eighteenth century, French colonists struggled to establish 

some sort of balance with the mercurial river. Wheat refused to grow in the wetlands 

between the river and Lake Pontchartrain, but rice, a staple of hydraulic agriculture 

throughout much of the world, thrived in the environment. In order to better manage the 

flooding of the fields by releasing the floodwaters at optimum times for the growing 

cycles, farmers began to build up the natural levees on the banks of the river. As the 

levees grew higher, so did the river’s water table. Periodically, the river rose above the 

levee and flooded the area, or the river’s pressure would increase until the river broke 

through the levees. In response, landowners built the walls higher and stronger. In the 

winters, slave owners kept their slaves busy by putting them to work raising, extending, 

and fortifying the levees. By 1732 the levee system stretched from 12 miles south of New 

Orleans to 30 miles north on both sides of the river (Kidder 2000, 34). 

New Orleans was not an easy place to live during the eighteenth century. In 1721 
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the priest-chronicler Pierre François Xavier de Charlevoix described the city as “a place 

of a hundred wretched hovels in a malarious wet thicket of willows and dwarf palmettos, 

infested by serpents and alligators.” In September 1722 a hurricane struck the city, 

blowing most of the structures down. The Great New Orleans Fire of 1788 destroyed 856 

buildings in the city, and another fire destroyed 212 buildings in December 1794. 

Together the fires destroyed virtually the entire city. Recurring outbreaks of yellow fever, 

malaria, and smallpox killed thousands, and the Mississippi River flooded the city at 

regular intervals. 

Despite constant environmental hazards, New Orleans rapidly grew into a busy 

and prosperous port city. Technology was viewed as a way humans could control nature, 

especially the mercurial Mississippi River. Control of the river meant power—political, 

economic, and cultural. That power increased enormously in 1817 when Henry Shreve 

made the trip from New Orleans to Louisville, Kentucky, an arduous journey that had 

taken up to six months, in just 24 days. Shreve’s trip inaugurated the age of steamboat 

travel, an age when technology’s victory over nature seemed complete.  

In 1827 an English traveler named Fanny Trollope, upon seeing the New Orleans 

levees for the first time, wrote: 

[F]or the length of one hundred and twenty miles, from the Balize to New 
Orleans, and one hundred miles above the town, the land is defended from the 
encroachments of the river by a high embankment which is called the Levee; 
without which the dwellings would speedily disappear, as the river is evidently 
higher than the banks would be without it. When we arrived, there had been 
constant rains, and of long continuance, and this appearance was, therefore, 
unusually striking, giving to "this great natural feature" the most unnatural 
appearance imaginable; and making evident, not only that man had been busy 
there, but that even the mightiest works of nature might be made to bear his 
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impress; it recalled, literally, Swift's mock heroic, "Nature must give way to art" 
(Trollope and Neville-Sington 1997, 364). 

 
The history of New Orleans shows nature giving way to human artifice and 

rational design. As technology overcame many of the obstacles of river travel, the 

waterfront of New Orleans became a major entrepôt with a carnival atmosphere. One 

observer remarked, “Every day some come from above and others depart, on excursions 

of one or two thousand miles, to St. Louis, Louisville, or Nashville, or hundreds of other 

places. For distance is no longer thought of in this region—it is almost annihilated by 

steam” (Kelman 2000, 54). For Ari Kelman, the power of technology to manipulate 

nature distanced humans from the environment: “… steamboats isolated people from the 

Mississippi valley’s environment, buffering them from the unpredictability of the river 

system, ultimately diminishing their awe at the power of the nonhuman world in favor of 

a reverence for new mechanical innovation”  (Kelman 2000, 54). 

But even during such heights of technological ascendancy, natural forces 

continued to deny humans a complete sense of control. Tree limbs in the river, or snags, 

could tear open the hulls of the wooden ships. These dangers proved to be enormously 

costly and frequently fatal to riverboat passengers. Snags took on a mythical status—a 

floating tree was frequently described as a many-headed hydra, or a long-handed ogre, 

“waiting to sink its teeth into vessels” (Kelman 2000, 57). Kelman notes that residents’ 

reactions to the destructive potential of snags in the river suggest a significant change in 

the way they viewed natural forces during this era. “They did not view such disasters as a 

matter of course in an early period of a new technology’s development, nor as limits that 

their environment had placed on the ease of river transit. Instead, valley residents 
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attempted to consolidate gains they had made in their effort to control the river system by 

imposing further order on their environment” (Kelman 2000, 55).  

To "settle" something is to calm it down; to arrange it to one’s liking; to stabilize 

existing chaos. In 1800 New Orleans had a population of about 10,000 people. By 1860 it 

had surged to 168,675 (US Bureau of the Census, 1998). To accommodate the growth, 

the swampland toward Lake Pontchartrain was cleared and drained (see the changes to 

the region on the two maps in Figure 7).  

 
Figure 7: New Orleans in 1798 (left) and 1908 (right) (McKinney 2006). 

 
As the population of New Orleans increased and the settled area expanded into the 

wetlands, and as engineering techniques became more advanced, the levees containing 

the river were lengthened and reinforced in order to keep the river from disrupting a busy, 
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prosperous region. Today a 1,200 mile corridor of the Mississippi River is restricted by 

levees, and the soil that once replenished the lower Delta region now passes New Orleans 

and washes into the Gulf of Mexico. Due to population expansion, draining and 

engineering the region, erosion, and the loss of new soil that would otherwise replenish 

the sinking region during the river’s frequent floods, lower Louisiana loses approximately 

34 square miles of land per year. There has been 1,900 square miles of coastal land lost – 

an area approximately the size of Delaware – between the years 1932 and 2000 (USGS 

2003). In 2005 Louisiana was losing the equivalent of one football field of critical 

wetlands every 38 minutes (Brinkley 2006, 9). 

Coastal erosion has dire consequences for the population of New Orleans. Healthy 

wetlands act as a natural buffer for storms coming off the Gulf: a healthy marsh system 

could significantly reduce the storm surge in New Orleans. But the marsh system seaward 

of New Orleans is far from healthy – draining the land for agriculture, development, and 

flood protection has increased the threats of flooding and storm damage in the region. 

The outcome of an engineering debate in the mid-nineteenth century illustrates 

the on-going project to control natural forces in New Orleans. In 1850 Charles Ellet, a 

civilian engineer, published his Report on the Overflows of the Delta of the Mississippi 

River, in which he claimed that humans had “exacerbated the Mississippi’s inundations 

by confining floodwaters behind levees” (Kelman 2003, 163). In response, a few 

Louisiana state engineers proposed a diversified approach to levee building that utilized 

outlets to accommodate the natural flow of the river. The majority of engineers, however, 

demanded a levees-only policy: higher walls would confine the river to a single channel, 
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and this, in turn, would force the river to scour a deeper path for itself. George Willard 

Reed Bayley, an assistant to the state engineering office, declared, “Outlets never will be 

adopted, they are contrary to the spirit of the age; that spirit of improvement which would 

reclaim and cultivate, that would convert every swamp and fen into abodes of wealth, 

into cultivated fields” (Pabis 2000, 66). By 1881 most civil and military engineers had 

accepted the necessity of the levees-only policy. They agreed that the best course of 

action for the city would be to sever the relationship between the Mississippi River and 

its alluvial lands. “At all costs, they claimed, engineers needed to prevent the river from 

infiltrating the conquered territory claimed by the American settler” (Pabis 2000, 82). 

The levees-only policy was finally abandoned during the catastrophic flood of 

1927, when in order to save New Orleans the Corps dynamited a portion of the levee 

south of the city. To divert the worst flooding from New Orleans, the Corps used 1,500 

pounds of explosives to open a crevasse 3,213 feet wide that funneled 325,000 cubic feet 

per second from the main channel (Davis 2000, 100). This did save the city, but at the 

expense of the poorer St. Bernard and Plaquemines Parishes to the east and south of New 

Orleans. Had the Corps not insisted in an impermeable floodwall – had they seen the 

wisdom of yielding somewhat to and working with natural forces, lives and property 

could have been saved.  

The economic survival of New Orleans is contingent on its proximity to the 

Mississippi.3 But the river has not always been in that location: about once a millennium 

                                                 
3 According to the Port of New Orleans website, “Maritime activity within the Port of New Orleans is 
responsible for more than 107,000 jobs, $2 billion in earnings, $13 billion in spending and $231 million in 
taxes statewide.” http://www.portno.com/facts.htm 
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the river changes its course, finding a steeper and shorter route to the Gulf of Mexico. 

This process is called “delta-lobe switching” (see Figure 8). 

 

Figure 8: Mississippi Delta switching from oldest (1) to youngest (7) (Meade, 1995 U.S. 
Geological Survey Circular 1133, Figure 4C). 

The last shift occurred around 1000 A.D., when the river traveled via what is now 

Bayou Lafourche. By the 1950s it was apparent that the river would soon shift again, as 

the Mississippi was captured by the Atchafalaya River. It is a geological truism that water 

always finds the shortest route downhill; today there is a 15 foot difference in elevation 

between the Mississippi and the Atchafalaya, and the Atchafalaya’s route to the gulf is 

about 140 miles shorter.  

As the change of direction would have been devastating to the economies of 

Baton Rouge and New Orleans, in 1963 the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers put a control 
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structure on the Mississippi at Old River, about 314 miles from the river’s mouth, in 

order to block the river from shifting to its preferred course. This act was an attempt to 

thwart geological change, preventing the transfer of the Mississippi and maintaining the 

flows of the Mississippi and Atchafalaya Rivers at their 1950 levels.4 In his account of 

the dam at Old River in Control of Nature (1989), journalist John McPhee quotes a film 

produced by the Corps about the project. The narrator of the film intones, “This nation 

has a large and powerful adversary. Our opponent could cause the United States to lose 

nearly all her seaborne commerce, to lose her standing as first among trading nations… 

We are fighting Mother Nature… It’s a battle we have to fight day by day, year by year; 

the health of our economy depends on victory” (McPhee 1989, 7).  

An unquestioning faith in technology throughout the history of New Orleans has 

created a reality in which natural forces are obstacles, but never limitations; they are 

hurdles to be overcome, controlled, and manipulated. Human attempts to contain a 

massive river’s natural flow, and subsequent transformations of the area for the purposes 

of human profit and convenience severely inhibited the region’s ability to cope with 

natural forces. It will be tempting to try to solve the disaster wrought by Hurricane 

Katrina by devising new technologies that will impose ever more control over the effects 

of nature. But the problems the city faces are, to a large extent, not technological in 

substance. Of course, there are many physical issues that accompany rebuilding in this 

ecologically fragile area. But our policies and the technologies they rely on suffer from a 

metaphysical lack of understanding about our place in the natural world. The control of 
                                                 
4 In 1950, the Atchafalaya took 30% of the Mississippi River. That proportion has been maintained by the 
Old River Control Structure to this day.  
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nature is complicit in a world where images take the place of reality, where nature is 

disguised, dominated, and subjugated by human technē. 

The gods of New Orleans – the source of power, wealth, and security for the 

city’s residents – live in the thousands of miles of levees that contain the raging 

Mississippi River. They live in the pumps that miraculously drain the underwater city. 

They live in the oil and gas refineries that perform an industrial alchemy, converting 

nature’s raw materials into profit and power.  



 

CHAPTER 3 

CITY OF EROS 

The previous chapter discusses New Orleans’ technological identity. Of course 

there is another, better known side to New Orleans, one that is not content to rely on the 

clear distinctions of science. It dwells instead in the interstices between boundaries, 

resisting easy classification, refusing to yield to technological controls.  

New Orleans is famous for its longstanding association with sex, music, and 

revelry. It is renowned as a place that is loose, wild, and wide open. But the Dionysian 

ethos of the city and the substrate of order, planning, and technology that supports that 

ethos have very little to do with one another in the minds of visitors, residents, or even 

city managers and policy makers. Ironically, the technological underpinnings of the city – 

its controls on nature – have systematically distanced decision-makers from the erotic 

heartbeat of New Orleans.  

What is the thread that connects logos and eros; control and chaos; freedom and 

security? Might we find in New Orleans an Ariadne to unravel the thread for us, showing 

us how to reconnect one part of our nature to the other? 

As I discussed in the previous chapter, the failure of the emergency response after 

Hurricane Katrina was not due to a lack of resources or information, but to a breakdown 

of communication; a lack of a system-oriented or ecological approach to the hurricane 

protection system, emergency planning, and management; and an inability to integrate 

knowledge and action. Missing in city planning was synthesis, energy, passion, 
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translation across domains, and the individual and collective will to act. In New Orleans, 

especially in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, we can see the disastrous outcome of 

what is essentially a modern philosophical worldview, one in which compartmentalized 

knowledge precludes cooperative action, and scientific, logical positivism essentially 

serves to mask real meaning. In this configuration logos and eros are strangers to one 

another; there is no line of communication between the head and heart, and therefore 

nothing is able to guide the hands. To put it another way: in order to guide action there 

must be honest commerce between the ordered and ordering forces of science and 

technology, and the somewhat intractable realms of nature, emotion, passion, affection, 

and care. 

Policy decisions in the city require a commitment to logos – to science and 

technology, to knowledge production, to rational planning and superior problem solving. 

But the city’s logos must be connected to its eros: decision-making must be reintegrated 

with the other side of New Orleans – its values, appetites, and impulses, and its famously 

chaotic atmosphere. 

This chapter focuses on New Orleans the erotic city. It considers the contribution 

of eros to the city's history, culture, and identity. The erotic life of New Orleans is a 

feature which has prevailed despite numerous attempts by civic leaders, policymakers, 

and business to discipline the complex, often conflicting realities that exist in the city. In 

particular, the chapter considers three aspects of eros in New Orleans – sex, music, and 

carnival – and their profound impact on the city. These are deeply imbricated themes: 

what we now call jazz emerged out of the bordellos of Storyville, and any discussion of 
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Mardi Gras will most certainly include an account of both music and sex. Is it possible 

that three elements so fundamental to life in New Orleans could be left out of the 

planning process without harmful effect? These three elements serve as points of access 

to the possibility of understanding the importance of eros in New Orleans. The chapter 

concludes with a discussion of the problems of communication and shared commitment 

in the modern world. In Chapter 4 I will describe some of the ways the erotic identity of 

New Orleans can be incorporated into the city’s policies, including environmental policy 

and disaster planning.   

 

An Erotic Archaeology of the Big Easy 

…this is a flagrant vice capital of the civilized world… This city is 
famous for its gamblers, prostitutes, exhibitionists, anti-Christs, 
alcoholics, sodomites, drug addicts, fetishists, onanists, 
pornographers, frauds, jades, litterbugs, and lesbians, all of whom 
are only too well protected by graft.  

Toole, A Confederacy of Dunces 
 

 Eros can be translated as love, but it is not equivalent to the philos, or brotherly 

love of friendship. Eros is more lusty, more earthy. It participates in sensuality, pleasure, 

and sex – these in their most abject as well as their most transcendent forms. In Plato's 

Symposium Aristophanes characterizes eros by deficiency – we desire in an other what is 

lacking in ourselves. In the same dialogue Socrates relates a contrasting account of eros 

which emphasizes a desire among mortals to participate in immortality through the 

engendering of physical and spiritual beauty. Our longing for the changeless stability of 
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the universal good, then, explains our drive to procreation: we seek eternity via the 

reproductive cycle, by continuously replacing what is doomed to die.  

 In another dialogue Plato takes a very different approach to the subject, finding in 

eros a proclivity for excess, madness, Bacchanalian frenzy, intoxication. In the Phaedrus 

Socrates describes a sort of inspired madness which is a gift from the gods. This madness 

is far superior to sanity, for sanity is a property of mortal men, but madness is of divine 

origin. Prophecy, music, and philosophy participate in this divine madness. Plato is not 

being metaphorical here: his description of a person engaged in divine madness is not of 

someone in contemplative, transcendent thought, but a person who is truly "possessed," 

"frenzied," and "out of his mind.” Furthermore, this divine madness reveals itself in 

sexual longing. The erotic soul, upon seeing the ideal form of beauty reflected or 

remembered in the body of some youth, is overwhelmed with an urgent, even painful, 

desire for sexual union. The soul's "wing" grows and becomes moist, throbbing with "the 

pulsations of an artery.”  It "pricks the aperture which is nearest, until at length the entire 

soul is pierced and maddened and pained, and at the recollection of beauty is again 

delighted. And from both of them together the soul… is in a great strait and excitement, 

and in her madness can neither sleep by night nor abide in her place by day. And 

wherever she thinks that she will behold the beautiful one, thither in her desire she runs.” 

Thus is the euphoric madness of divine eros. 

 New Orleans demonstrates both models of eros: the need a one has for an other; 

and the surging, frenzied excess of energy, driven to waste itself in senseless activity until 

it spends itself out in a violent, combustive death. 
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New Orleans has from the very beginning been a vulgar city. In 1717 the 

Scotsman John Law, a gambler exiled in Paris after being convicted of murder and 

escaping prison in England, took over the French Mississippi Company which had a 

monopoly on trade with French Louisiana. In order to finance the company Law launched 

a massive investment fraud, offering promises of spectacular riches to Parisian 

shareholders. At the time New Orleans was little more than a paper colony, and Law 

needed colonists so he could back up the tales told to his investors of prosperity in the 

New World. Unable to find the crucial numbers of people willing to move to the foreign 

swampland, "the government went boldly to the task of ransacking the jails and hospitals. 

Disorderly soldiers, black sheep of distinguished families, paupers, prostitutes, political 

suspects, friendless strangers, unsophisticated peasants straying into Paris, all were 

kidnapped, herded, and shipped under guard to fill the emptiness of Louisiana… To 

produce the human food required by the hungry octopus [of Law's scheme], the agents of 

the police scoured the kennels and alleys of Paris, and many a shipload of wretchedness 

was sent to the wilderness as a sacrifice to the new god" (Phelps 1905, 60-61). In 1721, to 

rectify the great shortage of unmarried women in the province (and the ensuing tendency 

for men to take Indian squaws for companions), the Company imported 88 girls, known 

as the "correction girls" in Louisiana history because of their previous residence as 

inmates of La Salpetrière, a house of correction in Paris.  

 New Orleans soon became notorious for corruption, licentiousness, and the lax 

morality of its populace. During the years of Spanish rule (1763-1801, when Spain 

handed Louisiana back to Napoleon, who sold it to Jefferson two years later) the 
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governance of the town was somewhat stricter, but rapid growth and the city's location as 

an important port and market destination abetted the generally permissive character of the 

city. New Orleans was celebrated for an atmosphere that was both languorous (due in no 

small part to the relentless heat that gripped the city 10 months out of the year) and gay. 

Masquerades and fancy dress balls were so popular that they were held almost nightly 

during the winter months. Even more popular were the charivaris accompanying 

weddings of notable citizens – noisy mock serenades put on by mobs in masks and other 

disguises, banging pots and kettles, shovels and tongs; the word is derived from the Latin 

caribaria, meaning 'headache.' These rowdy assemblies often lasted for days, joined in by 

the entire population, regardless of racial or class distinction.  

 Vulgarity does not just refer to the ribald – it also denotes that which is common, 

popular, shared by all. The vulgate is the language of the masses; a vulgate translation 

allows the "common" people – people of the commons, people who share a common 

understanding – to participate in conversations about literature, science, salvation. Thus 

the project of this chapter is to approach policy in New Orleans with a vulgar eye – not 

for the sake of novelty or whim, but because the vulgar is the experience, the language, 

and the history shared in common by the people of the city –the very people who were so 

markedly disconnected from the planning process.  

The New Orleans vulgate is a common history of the sensual, emotional life of 

the city that defies -- even ridicules -- rational distinctions. The raunchy underbelly of the 

city is an active subversion of established norms; it is a declaration of identity and power 

by those in the city who are faceless and powerless. The fact that New Orleans is 
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identified throughout the nation primarily by this earthy character indicates that the 

existence of such a place is vital not just to New Orleanians but to the nation as a whole: 

New Orleans has come to be nationally celebrated and cherished as a place where 

behavioral reins are decidedly loose. Since the city was founded it has found its place as a 

manifestation of the national id, the modern city’s other – where the topsy-turvy carnival 

world becomes the norm and imposed boundaries are turned inside out. The identity 

persisted, even though city planners and policymakers were constantly attempting to 

rationalize and reform the city. 

 In 1897 New Orleans city officials passed Ordinance 13,485 C.S., designating 

twenty blocks between Canal Street and St. Louis Street, and another four blocks above 

Canal in an area called "the Battlefield" because of its rough character, as recognized 

"vice districts." The ordinance made prostitution illegal outside the newly defined 

districts, but it also sought to control the operation of other sexually oriented enterprises: 

it stipulated that "it shall be unlawful to open, operate or carry on any cabaret, concert-

saloon or place where cancan, clodoche, or similar female dancing or sensational 

performance are shown" outside the delineated area (cited in Long 2004, 121). The area 

below Canal Street became known as Storyville, an ironic tribute to city alderman Sidney 

Story who authored the legislation.  

 Storyville was in existence only twenty years, but it occupies a prominent position 

in New Orleans history and lore. Often remembered as the city's official, and therefore 

formally acknowledged, identification with public iniquity, the actual purpose of the 

legislation was intended to have the opposite effect. The Story legislation was part of a 
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city-wide reform movement and sought to put a tight leash on the profligate activities 

New Orleans had become famous for. Chief among those was the commercial sex trade.  

 Long before Sidney Story's redistricting project of 1897 New Orleans was 

recognized as a notorious 'vice district'. As early as 1728 a group of nuns was sent to the 

colony from France, in a desperate attempt to reform the characters and reputations of the 

loose female population. Sister Madeleine Hachard de Saint-Stanislas, one of those nuns, 

remarked: “The women are careless of their salvation, but not of their vanity. Everyone 

here has luxuries, all of an equal magnificence. The greater part of them eat hominy but 

are dressed in velvet or damask, trimmed with ribbons. The women use powder and 

rouge to hide the wrinkles of their faces, and wear beauty spots. The devil has a vast 

empire here, but that only strengthens our hope of destroying it, God willing" (cited in 

McKinney 2006, 59). 

 Despite the best efforts of the nuns, New Orleans proved to be a hospitable 

environment for those inclined to indulge the temptations of the flesh.  

Its position on the Mississippi ensured a constant influx of sailors and flatboat workers, 

merchants and laborers, and tourists seeking to escape the moral, religious, and social 

strictures of home. 

 The January 22, 1887 issue of the New Orleans society paper the Mascot 

denounced the concert saloons -- establishments offering drinks, entertainment, and 

women -- which had become popular in certain parts of the city. The author described 

these places as "the slums and dives of Franklin Street," home to "the most loathsome, 

filthy, hotbeds of vice and debauchery ever permitted to befoul the moral or physical 
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atmosphere of any city." Chief among the article's concerns was the promiscuous racial 

mixing that occurred in the "abominable hovels" and "palaces of sin" that dominated the 

thoroughfare. These "shanties" were the sites of incredible "orgies;" places where "male 

and female, black and yellow, even white, meet on terms of equality and abandon 

themselves to the extreme limit of obscenity and lasciviousness" (cited in Long 2004, 

61). What makes this account remarkable is not only the belligerence of its invective, but 

also the fact that one of the most condemnable transgressions cited is the overt flouting of 

race, gender, and class boundaries that occurred in the saloons. Enforcing those 

boundaries was an important aspect of creating the image of a respectable city, one that 

would be able to participate in the modern world – a world which valued progress, 

rationality, closed economic systems, and clearly demarcated limits. The trouble with that 

world is that it is impossible to maintain – people (and other products of nature, including 

knowledge, science, politics, and man-made artifacts) do not remain inside their 

boundaries. As Latour writes, we have never been modern. As the moderns would have 

it: “Here, on the left, are things themselves; there, on the right, is the free society of 

speaking, thinking subjects, values and of signs. Everything happens in the middle, 

everything passes between the two, everything happens by way of mediation, translation 

and networks, but this space does not exist, it has no place. It is the unthinkable, the 

unconscious of the moderns” (Latour 1993, 37).  

 As shown in the diagram below (Figure 9), the new vice district created in 1897 

was a drastic reduction in size of the area in the city where prostitution (and other 

businesses supporting the sex industry) would be tolerated. It was an attempt to locate the 
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most offensive portion of the city in an out-of-the-way location in order to monitor it and 

thereby lessen its effect on the city. However, segregating the city's brothels, concert 

saloons, and dance halls actually increased the influence of prostitution on New Orleans: 

"Over time the district became an economic powerhouse that generated graft, enhanced 

the city's erotic reputation, and helped it become one of the South's most popular tourist 

destinations" (Long 2004, 156).  According to the 1900 US Census, New Orleans had a 

population of 287,000 people. That year there were 230 brothels and 60 assignation 

houses listed in the district. These figures do not include the cribs, saloons, dance halls, 

cafés, and restaurants where prostitutes also conducted their trade (Long 2004, 158).  

Figure 9: Vice district boundaries, 1857-1917 (Long 2004, 108). 
 

Around 1,500 "lewd and abandoned women" operated in the district year-round, but the 

number increased to around two thousand in the heavy winter tourist season. When the 

railway was completed and a terminal station built at the intersection of Canal and Basin 
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Streets, Storyville became a major tourist destination, easily accessible and fully 

integrated into the commercial activity of the city. Other US cities had thriving sex 

industries during this period, but in terms of size, concentration, and notoriety, Storyville 

was unrivalled. 

 

Fallen Utopia 

Summoned to lay down the rules for the foundation of Perinthia, 
the astronomers established the place and the day according to the position 
of the stars; they drew the intersecting lines of the decumanus and the 
cardo, the first oriented to the passage of the sun and the other like the axis 
on which the heavens turn. They divided the map according to the twelve 
houses of the zodiac so that each temple and each neighborhood would 
receive the proper influence of the favoring constellations; they fixed the 
point in the walls where gates should be cut, foreseeing how each would 
frame an eclipse of the moon in the next thousand years. Perinthia - they 
guaranteed - would reflect the harmony of the firmament; nature’s reason 
and the gods’ benevolence would shape the inhabitants’ destinies. 

Following the astronomers’ calculations precisely, Perinthia was 
constructed; various peoples came to populate it; the first generation born 
in Perinthia began to grow within its walls; and these citizens reached the 
age to marry and have children. 

In Perinthia’s streets and square today you encounter cripples, 
dwarfs, hunchbacks, obese men, bearded women. But the worse cannot be 
seen; guttural howls are heard from cellars and lofts, where families hide 
children with three heads or with six legs. 

Perinthia’s astronomers are faced with a difficult choice. Either 
they must admit that all their calculations were wrong and their figures are 
unable to describe the heavens, or else they must reveal that the order of 
the gods is reflected exactly in the city of monsters.  

Calvino, Invisible Cities 

 

Calvino’s Perinthia is perfectly ordered, an ideal city, laid out according to the 

divine logic of the heavens. But when everything is planned for according to an ideal 
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logic, the imperfect and un-ideal are left with nowhere to belong. So it is in Perinthia, 

where either their science and calculations went terribly wrong, or – even worse – the 

calculations prove a reality that is much more sinister than anyone could have imagined. 

The original plan for New Orleans was signed by Pierre le Blond de la Tour and 

dated April 23, 1722. It was an orthogonal grid design of six by eleven blocks identical in 

size. The central line of blocks was perpendicular to the river, behind St. Louis Cathedral 

and the Place d'Armes (the main square), and subdivided in two. These blocks are today 

known as the French Quarter, or the Vieux Carre (“old square”). 

The grid plan dates from antiquity; some of the earliest planned cities were built 

using grids. The first planned Greek city was probably the port city of Miletus, which 

was rebuilt to a grid plan after 479 BC. Its gridded design has been associated with the 

Pythagoreans. The grid plan was a common tool of Roman city planning, based originally 

on its use in military camps, or castra. The Roman grid is characterized by a nearly 

perfectly orthogonal layout of streets, all crossing each other at right angles, and by the 

presence of two main streets, set at right angles from each other: the cardo and the 

decumanus.  

After the fall of Rome, the preconceived grid system fell too. Medieval towns 

were dominated by a central cathedral with surrounding low buildings and short random 

streets growing up organically around them.   

During the enlightenment the planned grid came back into favor as a 

manifestation of Cartesian rationality, a means of imposing order onto the landscape. It 

was especially embraced in the United States of America. Washington DC itself, 
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designed by Pierre-Charles L'Enfant in 1791, was a combination of Cartesian rationality 

and The Grand Manner Roman city plan, with rational 45 degree avenues cutting through 

an otherwise straightforward grid. A grid was also imposed onto the new nation as a 

whole: the Land Ordinance of 1785 provided for the systematic survey and 

monumentation of public domain lands, and the Northwest Ordinance of 1787 established 

a rectangular survey system designed to facilitate the transfer of Federal lands to private 

citizens.  

The urban grid is an overt attempt to impose rational controls on the organic, 

‘irrational’ world. It is a means of discipline and control, and it is intended to affect the 

social and political realms as well as the physical environment. One of the founders of 

modern architecture, Le Corbusier, equates the grid system with progress and rationality. 

In the foreword to his 1924 manifesto, The City of To-Morrow and Its Planning, Le 

Corbusier explains why grids and their geometry are so important:  

Man walks in a straight line because he has a goal and knows where he is going; 
he has made up his mind to reach some particular place and he goes straight to it. 
The pack-donkey meanders along, meditates a little in his scatter-brained and 
distracted fashion, he zigzags in order to avoid the larger stones, or to ease the 
climb, or to gain a little shade; he takes the line of least resistance. 

But man governs his feelings by his reason; he keeps his feelings and his instincts 
in check, subordinating them to the aim he has in view. He rules the brute creation 
by intelligence. His intelligence formulates laws which are the product of 
experience. His experience is born of work; man works in order that he may not 
perish. In order that production may be possible, a line of conduct is essential, the 
laws of experience must be obeyed. Man must consider the result in advance. (Le 
Corbusier 1929) 
 
"The Pack-Donkey's Way," Le Corbusier argues, "is responsible for the plan of 

every continental city," which must be destroyed to make way for "the city of the future." 
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In contrast to the accidental growth and arbitrary structure of cities in the past, the 

modern city "lives by the straight line, inevitably; for the construction of buildings, 

sewers, and tunnels demands the straight line; it is the proper thing for the heart of a city. 

The curve is ruinous, difficult and dangerous; it is a paralyzing thing" (Le Corbusier 

1929). What happens, then, when one attempts to straighten out a notoriously curvaceous 

city? 

Storyville was part of the overall plan to make New Orleans a modern, 

progressive city. It is no coincidence that Sidney Story’s vice district legislation was 

passed one year after the Supreme Court ruling on Plessy v. Ferguson (1896). That 

landmark case originated in New Orleans in 1890, when the State of Louisiana passed a 

law requiring separate accommodations for blacks and whites on railway cars. In 

response, a number of black and white citizens in New Orleans persuaded Homer Plessy 

to challenge the law by boarding a railway car designated for white passengers only. 

Plessy was a New Orleanian octoroon -- the term used for persons who were one-eighth 

black, in the city’s complex social system of race and class definitions. The Court ruled 

that no civil rights were violated by requiring Plessy to travel in the "blacks only" car. 

This decision is even more troubling when one considers that the class of Creoles, 

quadroons (one-fourth black), octoroons, and "free people of color" had previously 

enjoyed many of the same privileges as the white residents of New Orleans. While the 

history of race relations in New Orleans was admittedly fraught with prejudices, there 

was throughout the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries an environment of racial 

mixing and relative tolerance for alternative relationships. New Orleans was one of the 
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few southern cities with a population of "free colored:" black slaves or the offspring of 

slaves who had been freed by their owners – usually as a result of some sort of 

concubinage arrangement between a white man and a black woman. The common 

practice of sex across the color line resulted in a large population of mixed-race persons 

who were fully integrated into the culture and economy of the city (Long 2004). The 

Court's 1896 "separate but equal" decision was explicitly related to racial segregation, but 

it applied as well to the boundaries between genders and social statuses that spurred the 

Storyville district. The Plessy v. Ferguson case indicated a local and national atmosphere 

of elevated anxiety and a desire for increased social control, leading to a widespread 

campaign to reinforce barriers between any number of differences -- real or perceived. 

 In the first volume of The History of Sexuality (1976) Foucault describes the 

elaborate system of rules and etiquette established during the Victorian age of sexual 

repression as a "technology of sex," where the attempt to control social behavior results 

in an elevated, even hyper-awareness of difference. Foucault observes that talking about 

sex, even as a denunciation, served as incitement to engage in culturally prohibited sexual 

activity. Likewise, overly rigid definitions of 'normalcy' resulted in a rise of degenerate or 

sub rosa behavior.  

 According to Latour, the mo dern world is defined by the project of marking out 

clear distinctions. However, as he frames the matter, insisting on pure demarcations is the 

very thing that makes violating them possible: “the more we forbid ourselves to conceive 

of hybrids, the more possible their interbreeding becomes” (Latour 1993, 12). This is the 

lesson from Calvino’s Perinthia, and it is seen everywhere humans attempt to discipline 
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reality. What could be more fundamental to the human identity than the difference 

between man and woman? Yet the moment boundary lines are drawn, strange figures 

begin to emerge: the homosexual; the androgyne; the hermaphrodite. The feminine man; 

the masculine female; the indeterminate other. What are we to do with such expressions 

of abnormality? How do we maintain our clear and distinct knowledge in the face of the 

almost, the not-quite-yet, the indeterminate, the in-between? Do we discard the threshold 

experience? Shall we exile the liminal to a ghetto, a 'vice district' where it can be watched 

and controlled? What happens to our taxonomy, then, when the district takes on a life of 

its own?   

 Science is able to define the universe and make predictions about the future 

because it simplifies and generalizes – it takes away variables in order to derive the 

essential laws governing reality. It freezes reality, taking away the particularities of time 

and place. But what is reality, if not the particularities? This is why humans can never 

live in a perfect, scientific world – the instant we try to define ourselves we change, or we 

realize the definition only captures one side of the multiple aspects of reality. We exist in 

movement, in time, in flux, in changing relationships and moods and cares. 

Eros – a maddening desire, an excess of energy – resists all scientific precision; it 

defies technological control. Eros cannot be frozen in time, but is ever in motion, ever in 

flux. As Walter Benjamin notes in an epigraph to his Arcades Project: "Love is a bird of 

passage" (489; emphasis in original).  

 Music, especially jazz music, is a ubiquitous accompaniment to erotic activity. 

New Orleans city officials recognized this when they passed the 1908 Gay-Shattuck Law, 
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a prohibition law which "banned musical instruments and musical performances from 

saloons," in an attempt to deal with the problems of prostitution, gambling, and criminal 

activity rampant in the city (Long 2004, 181).  

 There is no consensus about the true origin of the word jazz; the etymology of the 

term is hotly contested. One of the earliest appearances of the word in print is from the 

San Francisco Bulletin in March 1913 in a series of articles about baseball by E T 

“Scoop” Gleeson. In that context, though, it had nothing to do with music but referred to 

an intangible quality possessed by baseball players, what another writer in the newspaper, 

Ernest Hopkins, described in April that year as “life, vigor, energy, effervescence of 

spirit, joy, pep, magnetism, verve, virility, ebulliency, courage, happiness — oh, what’s 

the use? — JAZZ. Nothing else can express it” (Quinion 2004). Herbert Asbury, in his 

1936 history of the French Quarter, reports that the first jazz band appeared around 1895: 

a group of seven teenagers who advertised themselves as the "Razzy Dazzy Spasm 

Band." The first jazz record was released on March 7, 1917, featuring the music of the 

Original Dixieland Jass Band. Most researchers agree that the word has sexual 

connotations, but the actual derivation could be from any of a number of likely 

candidates. One possibility: jism, also spelled jasm or jazm, means semen or sperm, and 

is also used to express virility, energy, and vitality. The words jass and jazz are thought to 

have been slang words for sex around the turn of the century. Other related words 

include: 

Boogie-woogie: used in the nineteenth century by blacks in the American South 
to refer to secondary syphilis [the most contagious stage of the STD]. 
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Gig: the musician's engagement, probably derives immediately from the 'gig' that 
is a dance or party, but 'gig' and 'gigi' (or 'giggy') also are old slang terms for the 
vulva; the first has been dated to the seventeenth century. 

Jelly roll: black slang from the nineteenth century for the vulva, with various 
related meanings, i.e. sexual intercourse, a loving woman, a man obsessed with 
finding same. "What you want?" she asked softly. "Jelly roll?'" (Thomas Wolfe, 
Look Homeward Angel 1929). The term probably derives from 'jelly' meaning 
semen: "Give her cold jelly to take up her belly, And once a day swinge her 
again" (John Fletcher, The Begger's Bush 1622). Related expressions include 
'jelly bag,' referring both to the scrotum and the female genitals; 'jerk [one's] jelly,' 
to masturbate; and 'jelly,' a good-looking woman. 'Jelly roll' appears in many 
blues songs, such as "I Ain't Gonna Give Nobody None o' My Jelly Roll," 
"Nobody in Town Can Bake a Jelly Roll Like Mine," and "Jelly Roll Blues," the 
last by Ferdinand Joseph La Menthe "Jelly Roll" Morton (1885-1941). 

Juke: the modern 'jukebox' was preceded by 'juke house' which was a brothel to 
Southern blacks; the basic term coming from a Gullah word meaning disorderly 
or wicked. 

Swing: The now archaic 'swinge' was used for many years as a synonym for 
copulation ('swive' according to the OED's discreet definition). Note the quote 
from 1622 in 'jelly roll' above. Or as John Dryden put it: "And that baggage, 
Beatrix, how I would swinge her if I could" (Enemy's Love 1668). The oldest 
meaning of both 'swinge' and 'swing' deal with beating, striking and whipping 
(i.e., the swing of a weapon predates the back and forth swaying of a swing or the 
rhythmic swing of music). For reasons that are not hard to guess, the conjunction 
of violent and sexual senses within the same word is very common. In a more 
modern sense, Swing has been used describing 'wife-swapping' and related 
activities involving one or more partners of either sex. (from “Etymology of 
Jazz”) 
 

 Jazz music is New Orleans' most famous cultural export. Its importance to the 

identity and history of the city (and worldwide, of the nation) cannot be overstated. 

Indeed, it is even possible that the geography of New Orleans was a physical contributor 

to the evolution of the call-and-response jazz sound. Jazz guitarist and banjoist Danny 

Barker describes the phenomenon in the following way: "The Mississippi bends in a 

crescent here, so that the water, the vapor from that water, sort of was an enclosure with 

sound…  An’ the river, sound carries on the river, and it circles. An’ you got the lake, 
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which is a huge body of water on ya north, ya dig? Up above ya got bayous and 

swamplands. That’s water. So when the sound hits, it’s an enclosure an’ it bounces 

around" (cited in McKinney 2006, 40). 

 Jazz is an act of communication – a discursive art form that requires not pre-

determined notes and measures, not mere assertions but true dialogue. In a jazz ensemble 

the players are in a relationship with one another; they relate to each other in the context 

of a background theme, an improvised variation, a foreground call and response. They 

must pay attention to the nuances of the conversation for the performance to be 

successful – the conversation becomes music when the players understand one another. 

In this sense, jazz -- much like sex – is not a noun but a verb: it cannot exist except in the 

relational, transitional movement of time. 

 To experience jazz is to experience a dark, smoke-filled room, to see a white-

haired horn player take the stage, the way he wears his dignity lightly, comfortably, but 

with great care – like his well-worn black suit. The audience can see the way this 

musician mentors the younger men in the ensemble, giving them room onstage and in the 

music to express their new ideas, to let loose their nervous energy, to display the 

arrogance and humor of youth. The musicians interact with each other in real time – they 

improvise with melodies and harmonies; they communicate with each other and with the 

audience. It possible today to listen to jazz music on acoustically precise digital 

recordings; it is possible to hear a brass ensemble from the comfort of home or during the 

workday commute, but jazz is not truly knowable without a consummate physical 
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encounter. The art form is unique in that is not just a series of vibrations received by the 

brain and processed as sound, but an expression of relationship in time and space. 

Similarly, in the modern world there exists a plethora of alternatives to sexual 

activity. These are readily available, standing in for the act of copulation, catering to the 

scopophilic nature of humankind: strip shows; freak shows; sex as a performance 

accessed via photographs, television, film, or live sex shows; narratives of sex in soft- 

and hard-core pornography. But at the end of the day, you are not having sex unless 

you're having sex – sex which is fully bodied and embodied, fully experiential, fully 

unknown and unknowable without the touch of flesh; the musty odors of bodies and 

sweat and seminal fluid; the conflagration of pleasure and pain; the confusion of arms 

and legs; the thrill of initial penetration; the shudder of the final release. The modern 

worldview, based on mathematical science in which truth is frozen in time and space, 

cannot account for what only exists in the movement of time. It cannot account for 

something that is both one thing and another; we still have no satisfying scientific 

explanation for the fact that light is a both particle and wave. Eros violates the stability of 

scientific definitions by its constant flirtation with movement, with endings, and with 

death. 

 The erotic death – the eros/thanatos relationship experienced in each orgasmic 

surrender – is perhaps best expressed in New Orleans culture by the tradition known as 

the jazz funeral. A brass band playing hymns and dirges accompanies friends and family 

of the deceased to the cemetery. At the end of the ceremony the dead is buried and the 

body "cut loose" from life. The music swells in cathartic release; it grows faster and 
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wilder, and the living form a "second line" march – a ritual which celebrates the 

encounter with death and the chaotic, uncontrollable march of time.  

 Also evoking themes of death and the direct encounter with the unknown other is 

the carnival tradition of Mardi Gras. The ancient festival came to New Orleans with the 

earliest French colonists. In fact, When New Orleans founder Pierre Le Moyne, Sieur 

d’Iberville, landed on a plot of ground about 70 miles downriver from the present 

location of New Orleans on Mardi Gras on March 3, 1699, he christened it Pointe du 

Mardi Gras. Early Mardi Gras in New Orleans was a frenetic emancipation from the fixed 

social hierarchy; it was a reversal of the usual order of things. Classifications and familiar 

distinctions were turned on their heads: men became women; women dressed as men; a 

poor black laborer was crowned king. Foucault (1970) reminds us of the deceptive nature 

of imposed order by recalling the surprising faunal taxonomy in Borges' 'Chinese 

Encyclopedia' (animals belonging to the Emperor; animals that are tame; frenzied; 

innumerable; animals having just broken the water pitcher; animals that from a long way 

off look like flies). The world looks wildly different when we apply different hierarchies, 

new categories of distinction. Similarly, a new hierarchy emerges during carnival: spy 

boy, flag boy, wild man, third chief, second chief, big chief, council chief.  

 Depending on the interpretation, the word carnivale means both "farewell to the 

flesh" and "hail to daybreak" (Flake 1994, 170-171). The festival is an acceptance of the 

inevitability of death, and it is a ringing-in of a new order. The Carnival tradition antedates 

Christianity – most agree that it can be traced back to the Lupercalia of the ancient Romans, 

a circus-like festival not unlike the Mardi Gras we are familiar with today. When the 
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Roman Emperor Constantine embraced Christianity (Constantine himself converted in 

337), Carnival became a time of boisterous abandon preceding the ascetic penance of 

Lent. The Christian Lenten season is the forty-day period of fasting and denial of the 

flesh before Easter, the symbolic anniversary of Christ’s rising from the dead. But beneath 

Christian reforms the underlying myth remains: Fat Tuesday is a final, cathartic release, a 

preparation for the death that is to come, and a reminder that following death is always new 

life. 

 In the wearing of masks during Mardi Gras there is an invitation for yet another 

encounter with death, the unknown other. Alphonso Lingis discusses the transformative 

pleasure taken in mask and costume and disguise, the "pleasure of transvestitism," as an 

ecstatic union with "the ceaseless formation and transformation of forms" (Lingis1983, 85). 

For Lingis the promise of stability is merely a palliative for the painful truth of never-

ending change, and for the inevitability of death – the ultimate transformation: "[t]his 

enterprise of theoretical consolation is an illusory fixation of forms to cover over the 

uncontainable forces of universal transience" (Lingis 1983, 85). It is not the longing for the 

stability of the universal form, or the unchanging ideal Plato invokes in the in the 

Symposium, that is essential here. It is rather a longing for ceaseless transformation, for 

the self-confirmation that comes from taking one's place in a rapturous cosmic 

symphony. "In this ecstasy alone there is reconciliation with the imminent destruction of our 

own form" (Lingis 1983, 85). 

 There is a force in New Orleans that defies abstract theory, that rebels against any 

effort to fix it in time and space. The city exists in the realm of the phenomenological 

moment; in the realm of experience – experience of music, of revelry, of sex.  
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Collapse of Reason 

In the days following Katrina, New Orleans was devastated by chaos, with the 

breakdown of political systems at all levels of government. Despite all the knowledge and 

science they had beforehand, city, state, and federal leaders were thoroughly unprepared 

for the crisis.  

According to the congressional report titled “A Failure of Initiative” – the report 

following the inspection of the preparation for and response to Hurricane Katrina – many 

of the problems with the emergency response effort “can be categorized as ‘information 

gaps’ – or at least problems with information-related implications, or failures to act 

decisively because information was sketchy at best” (1). But scientists, engineers, and 

lawmakers had collected information about the city’s vulnerability for years – 

information that should have prepared them for this hurricane. Also, since the terrorist 

attacks of 9/11 the country has been aware of the vital importance of communication in 

disaster relief. From the Katrina report: 

The federal government is the largest purchaser of information technology in the 
world, by far. One would think we could share information by now. But Katrina 
again proved we cannot. We reflect on the 9/11 Commission’s finding that ‘the 
most important failure was one of imagination.’ The Select Committee believes 
Katrina was primarily a failure of initiative. But there is, of course, a nexus 
between the two. Both imagination and initiative – in other words, leadership – 
require good information. And a coordinated process for sharing it. And a 
willingness to use information – however imperfect or incomplete – to fuel action. 
(p. 2) 
 

 The key here is that in both instances systems failed not because of a lack of 

information – knowledge production in the modern age is relentlessly prolific – but 

inappropriate action based on, and inadequate communication of, the information we had. 
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The ‘failure of initiative’ is, at its root, a result of the tremendous chasm between 

information and action, between theory and the material world. In the modern era 

reasoning is a vertical pursuit between the mind and the realm of ideas. Modern 

rationality relies on objective certainty. But there is no objective certainty available when 

a person’s home is flooded, his family missing, no food, no water, no way out of a 

sinking city. Logic breaks down here, and properly so. 

The path of modernity has led us farther and farther away from finding truth in 

human values, phenomenal experience, and the present moment. The rift between the 

mind and the flesh that was completed in modernity – what Heidegger calls the “torn 

condition” (Heidegger 1968, 90) – has caused a devastating split in the way humans live 

in the world. 

The inability to create useful knowledge, or to use what knowledge we create, is 

the result of a deep break in our conception of logos – science – dissociated from action 

and discourse. Pure science takes place in the realm of universals; an experiment must be 

replicable in any place and at any time. Science exists in utopia, in no place; it is notable 

that utopian visions have proliferated since the dawn of the modernist era. But New 

Orleans is not a utopia, and science divorced from its connection to particulars 

degenerates into a madness of its own – it breaks with reality when reality intervenes. 

And in the case of Hurricane Katrina, reality intervened with vengeance. 

 

Eros and Truth 

The common fate of mortal beings is that we will all die someday. Humans 
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become anxious in the face of death, so we construct systems – technologies – to control 

the natural world. We seek universal truths in scientific knowledge, relying solely on 

abstractions, assertions, formulas, and definitions. But when scientific truth is accepted as 

the only truth, as the measure of what is (objectively) real and false, we have left the 

world of time, context, and personal involvements behind. Seeking only universal truths 

leads us away from the world of change, instability, and impermanence. It also makes us 

less able to communicate with each other and to experience shared commitments to the 

things of this world. 

 Lingis describes the phenomenon of "abject communication:" communication 

where meaning is degenerated by the act of speech itself. This notion is based on the 

Heideggarian concept of the fallen individual, who cloaks his authentic identity behind 

the public, formless mass, the 'they.' "Inauthenticity – anonymity – is existing as 'one,' 

'another one,' 'anyone'; it is dealing with a circle of concerns equivalent to and 

interchangeable with those of anyone else, it is 'doing what there is to be done,' and 

saying in one's turn 'what one says'" (Lingis 1982, 166). The public ‘they’ is related to the 

universal truth – it is unattached to any particular identity or concern that can tie it down 

to the world of contexts and involvements. This anonymity is the result of anxiety before 

the mortality of the individual life. The notion that my life, my truth, is merely a 

subjective experience of what is objectively real and outside experience is a fleeing from 

the pain of commitment and of inevitable loss. Lingis writes: "If one does not confront 

the singularity of one's own real situation and the singular configuration of implements 

and pitfalls in which one's own death is lurking, and seeks rather to drift over the world, 
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if one does not speak to articulate the singular predicament that sustains and threatens 

one's own unprecedented destiny, but speaks to communicate with the general lines of 

things and the recurrent patterns of events, this uprootedness is anxiety; one is speaking 

in order to not let one's voice and one's concerns die away, one is speaking out of fear of 

anxiety" (Lingis 1982, 166).  

 Lingis also notes Husserl's observation that mathematical or scientific assertions 

serve to "dress up" the material world in symbols and formulas, a process that essentially 

masks true meaning. Husserl writes: "Mathematics and mathematical science, as a garb 

of ideas… encompasses everything which, for scientists and the educated generally, 

represents the life-world, dresses it up as 'objectively actual and true' nature" (cited in 

Lingis 1982, 162). The combination and repetition of symbols is a purely technical act, in 

which the insights the symbols were originally meant to convey become degraded or lost 

altogether. This is especially troubling if we are not aware of it happening – if, in our 

faith in science and ‘objectivity’ – in the persistent difference between subjective and 

objective reality, we cease the struggle to understand the truth for ourselves.   

 The loss of meaning in the communicative act is a result of replacing contextual 

understanding with free-floating assertions. Heidegger tells us that in assertions, the 

object "has been cut off from that significance which, as such, constitutes 

environmentality" (Heidegger 1962, 198). This results in a "leveling" of the object – a 

splitting-apart between the object and its context of meaning. We do not relate to the 

world in assertions, definitions, and formulas; our primordial relationship to life and to 

others is through a deeply focused, deeply intentional and personal act of understanding. 
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Further, this personal perception is not an inferior and preliminary sort of understanding; 

it is not "a purely subjective, private or immanent representation, nor is it an obscure and 

indistinct apparition of reality, whose clear and distinct version is brought into focus in 

the mathematical 'garb of symbols’” (Heidegger 1962, 163). Rather, it is the primary and 

fundamental way we humans relate to the world around us. This primary and original 

encounter with a personal world, Heidegger says, has to be reinstated as the ultimate 

referent for the body of the sciences.  

 Here is where it becomes apparent that there must be some connection between 

the personal experience and the universal propositions of science. We live in a public 

world – a polis – and it is necessary to develop policies for acting in the public sphere. 

But Heidegger cautions us to resist the temptation to allow one’s primary interpretation 

of the world be in the public manner. Universal symbols and so-called objective truths 

cannot substitute for a personal and authentic act of understanding: 

Idle talk and ambiguity, having seen everything, having understood everything, 
develop the supposition that Dasein's disclosedness… can guarantee to Dasein 
that all the possibilities of its Being will be secure, genuine, and full. Through the 
self-certainty and decidedness of the 'they,' it gets spread abroad increasingly that 
there is no need of authentic understanding or the state-of-mind that goes with it. 
The supposition of the 'they' that one is leading and sustaining a full and genuine 
'life,' brings Dasein a tranquility, for which everything is 'in the best of order’ and 
all doors are open. Falling Being-in-the-world, which tempts itself, is at the same 
time tranquilizing. (Heidegger 1962, 222) 
 

 The danger in relying on scientific knowledge and technological solutions is that 

these do not address the world we live in – a world of context, change, and personal 

involvements. Also dangerous is the assumption, by experts and non-experts alike, that 

the experts are in control, and that we are secure because of their objective knowledge 
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and technological controls of nature. In fact, the opposite is true: we are not secure, 

despite our knowledge and our technology, and we must therefore continue to listen to 

each other, to concentrate on the background truth, the truth behind the assertions; to 

attempt not just to know, but also to understand. 

 In 1922 Louis Armstrong received an invitation from his old mentor and hero Joe 

"King" Oliver to join his Creole jazz band in Chicago. There were no parts written for a 

second trumpet, so during performances Armstrong had to listen to Oliver and 

simultaneously create an independent second trumpet part that provided harmony for 

Oliver's trumpet without interfering with, or doubling over the parts of the other 

musicians. Armstrong seemed to know instinctively what Oliver was going to play before 

he played it. Jazz musician Eddie Condon later wrote, "Armstrong seemed able to hear 

what Oliver was improvising and reproduce it himself at the same time. Then the two 

wove around each other like suspicious women, talkin' about the same man" (PBS Jazz 

vol. 2). 

Armstrong and Oliver, friends from the streets of New Orleans, had a pre-existing 

relationship that formed the context of their music. This relationship of care allowed them 

to able to understand one another in a way that notations on a page of sheet music could 

never have captured. Armstrong understood his mentor’s musical voice. He understood 

what Oliver was going to play next because he listened carefully; he concentrated on 

melody as well as tone and harmony, foreground and background together, in a care-full 

and intentional manner. He understood what the other was trying to do, and then he did it 

right along with him. 
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This thesis is concerned with asking questions about how to create better policies 

in New Orleans – policies that are not only logical on paper but that are actionable, 

relevant, and representative of the multiple realities of the city and its residents, in all 

their manifold arrays of wealth and poverty, racial divisions and combinations, their 

histories, their personal experiences, their relationships to the city and to each other.   

 The role of policy in New Orleans requires more than budgets and sound-bites; 

more than finding engineers who can control nature, or scientists who can predict the 

future, or social scientists who can analyze neighborhood demographics. The role of 

policy in New Orleans should be to connect the desires and passions of the people of the 

city with the knowledge of the experts; to look at the city in an integrated, synoptic 

framework; and to communicate these in real terms. It will require a caring 

understanding, a listening concentration, and a willingness to accept the wisdom of eros. 



 

CHAPTER 4 

LIQUID CITY 

Chapter 2 of this thesis considered how the technological control of nature has 

shaped the policies and the natural environment of New Orleans throughout the city’s 

history, and how this attempt at control failed at a crucial time. Chapter 3 pointed out the 

role that eros played in this failure—as both a site of resistance, and has an unharnessed 

site of energy. I now turn to the future of the city, in order to explore how science, 

technology, and the harmonizing influence of shared eros can be reintegrated in city 

policy. This analysis has implications beyond policy in New Orleans: lessons learned in 

New Orleans are highly relevant in an increasingly segregated, scientized, and 

technological world. 

The so-called linear hypothesis of basic research states that supporting basic 

science (research in “pure” versus “applied” science, without consideration of social 

benefit or public accountability) will inevitably result in the public good. This model of 

science creates barriers between experts, policymakers, and the public. It establishes a 

unidirectional line of communication, from “experts” to policy-makers and, finally, to the 

public. The linear model is based on an inadequate understanding of the way knowledge 

becomes action; of the role the public should have in creating policy; and of the nature of 

knowledge itself. 

This chapter investigates the spurious association between scientific knowledge 

and objective truth, and the importance of considering alternative expressions of truth in 
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policy. I examine notions of liquidity and viscosity in contrast to rigid knowledge 

systems and inflexible technological solutions. Finally, I offer some examples of 

strategies that make use of flexibility, temporality, and social truths; and I consider how 

liquidity might be useful as a conceptual framework for policy solutions to environmental 

and social problems in New Orleans.  

Policy making should not wait for rigid, apodictic truths embodying the spurious 

requirement of “objectivity.” Policies in the world of flesh and blood, changing 

dynamics, and natural forces, need to be flexible, reflexive, and iterative. Such policies 

will require more than a simple deduction from scientific truths to policy decisions. They 

must also include communication, care, a commitment to eros, an understanding of the 

desires of individuals and the inclinations of nature, and an ecological approach to 

knowledge domains and technological systems. To accomplish these goals it will be 

necessary to uproot deeply entrenched beliefs. Reconciling diverse kinds of knowledge, 

linking knowledge and action, and creating workable policy solutions to environmental 

and social problems depends on re-examining philosophical assumptions about science 

and truth, control and freedom. Such a discussion goes beyond the usual analysis of the 

various tools of policy analysis: benefit-cost analyses, decision support systems, 

environmental and demographic modeling, and other similar quantitative tools. It will 

entail interdisciplinary inquiry into philosophy, aesthetics, hermeneutics, social theory, 

and other areas traditionally relegated to the marginal realm of the humanities and 

qualitative social sciences. 
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The Logos of Technē 

Our eyes do not divide us from the world, but unite us with it… Let us 
then abandon the simplicity of separation and give unity its due. Let us 
abandon the self mutilation which has been our way and give expression 
to the potential harmony of man-nature. The world is abundant, we require 
only a deference born of understanding to fulfill man's promise. Man is 
that uniquely conscious creature who can perceive and express. He must 
become the steward of the biosphere. To do this he must design with 
nature. 

Ian McHarg, Design with Nature 
 

This thesis has steadily juxtaposed technology and eros, but these concepts slip 

too easily into an oppositional relationship. In order to understand the connections 

between them it is necessary to excavate the philosophical background of the ideas and 

their use through history. By thinking through the meanings of technē, logos, and eros, 

and questioning their use across western history, we can develop a more nuanced 

understanding of how to better integrate these concepts in contemporary thought and 

action.  

We maintain certain assumptions about what it means to be technological beings 

– assumptions which influence the way we live. The word technology is derived from the 

Greek technē and logos. The modern interpretation of the logos of technē is the 

application of (scientific) knowledge in order to manipulate or control the natural 

environment. It is possible, though, to conceive of a markedly different understanding of 

the relationship between technē and logos, based on ancient connotations and an 

integrated, interdisciplinary approach to knowledge and action. Unearthing long-

neglected ideas can open up a space for an understanding of technology based on 
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dialogue, desire, and excellence. Such an approach would have an impact on 

environmental policy in New Orleans, but it is also relevant on a larger scale, offering 

timely alternatives in a world that is propelled now more than ever by the promise of 

limitless technological possibility.  

Technē has a much broader connotation than the contemporary term technology: 

technē can be anything from the art of shoemaking, horseback riding, or cooking, to the 

art of medicine or statecraft. Technē – a term that means art, skill, craft, expertise, or 

technical knowledge - denotes "a thorough, masterful knowledge of a specific field that 

typically issues in a useful result, can be taught to others, and can be recognized, 

certified, and rewarded" (Roochnik 1996, xi). Technē was activity which sought to allow 

matter to participate in the universal good. Aristotle writes of a “desire” on the part of 

matter – a longing to realize its true form, and thus to participate in the inherent order in 

the kosmos (Physics I, ch. 9).  

A dramatic shift in the logos of technē was coeval with the dawn of the 

philosophical project begun by Bacon and Descartes – the era known as modernity. 

Divorced from its purported participation in a teleological, ordered universe, lifeless 

matter could be worked upon and mastered without a consideration of any overarching 

purpose. While ancient technē worked with the inherent order of matter in pursuit of 

excellence, modern technology is aimed at the manipulation of matter for the sake of 

efficiency, maximization of output, and the control of nature. 

Ancient philosophers conceived of logos as the element of reason, or speech, 

which separates the human from the animal kingdoms. Aristotle defines man as the 
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animal rationale; he asserts that “All men by nature desire to know” (Metaphysics). But 

while the ancient understanding of logos is as a reflection of (or connection to) the 

natural order in the universe, the modern era conceives of the human rational faculty as 

the means by which man imposes his will over a purposeless world. A crucial result of 

this reorientation of rationality is the dissociation of man from nature. Francis Bacon (d. 

1626) writes in The New Atlantis of a utopia dedicated to “the knowledge of Causes, and 

secret motions of things; and the enlarging of the bounds of human Empire, to the 

effecting of all things possible” (Bacon 1989, 71). Here man asserts his will over nature 

by learning her laws, and thus how to manipulate those laws to his own ends.  

Further distancing man’s reason from nature, Descartes’ (d. 1650) cogito ergo 

sum radically dichotomizes the cognitive faculties by which man attains knowledge, i.e., 

certitude, from material diversity and bodily experience. In his system of methodological 

skepticism, only scientific rationality reveals the real nature of things. Descartes also 

brings about a revolution of man’s place in the universe: rather than humans participating 

in a universal good, he sets man apart as the subjectum – the center and measure of all 

things. Two centuries later, Auguste Comte’s (d. 1857) positivist sociology declares the 

scientific, or positive, stage as the final stage of human progress whereby man at last 

achieves a universe that is absolutely knowable thorough the accumulation of observable 

facts. Comte outlines a positive “social physics” by which man, too, can be known, his 

behaviors rendered predictable, quantifiable, and thereby manageable.  

Modern society is engaged now more than ever in an attempt to collect natural 

and social data in order to determine human actions. For example, Comte’s “social 
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physics” is echoed by a contemporary essay in the journal Policy Review, which claims 

that through the exponential increase in available computing technology, we will soon be 

able to collate and analyze enough data to provide indisputable policy decisions through a 

“policy calculus” (McGinnis 2006, 48). Modern rationality is not an inward quest for the 

Good or a discursive, social activity, but centered instead on the accumulation and 

reductive analysis of observable data, for the purposes of management, manipulation, 

and/or control.  

The modern way of engaging the world approaches nature, knowledge, and all of 

human activity as a mechanical system, subject to universal laws of physics. Connecting 

logos as objective knowledge to technē as production, technology attempts to master, 

overpower, and control nature. But conceptually re-membering the body of associations 

denoted by the ancient uses of logos and technē leads us to the possibility of a profoundly 

different sort of technology.  

We are social, political beings, involved in relationships and communities. To be 

involved in a community requires flexibility, common values, and – above all – 

communication. Ancient logos does not just refer to the rational faculty, it is also the 

discursive, communicative faculty. Ancient technē is concerned with excellence, the 

ability for something to realize its best possible form. Excellence is a teleological concept 

for the Greeks; it consists of striving toward, or bringing about, the best and proper end 

for oneself, another person, or some constructed artifact. Re-integrating the ancient 

concepts of logos and technē, technology as a logos of technē is a dialogue between the 

builder and the thing built. It works with nature rather than against it; it honors the 
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excellence inherent in the object and the natural world rather than simply satisfying the 

desires of the craftsman or builder. 

 Using this approach to technology in New Orleans would involve working with 

the inherent desires of nature – the natural movements of the earth, the river, and the 

marshes – rather than treating them as things to be mastered and manipulated by 

technological systems. It would require a dialogic relationship between humans and the 

earth, both striving toward some mutual good. Listening and understanding would be just 

as necessary as planning and action. In short, such an approach would involve eros – a 

human concern for and dedication to creating possibilities in New Orleans that honor the 

place, the people, and the natural environment. 

 

The Wisdom of Eros 

What is the use of a feeling, if thought alone has the right to speak here? 
Perhaps, however, what we call feeling or mood, here and in similar 
instances, is more reasonable – that is, more intelligently perceptive – 
because more open to Being than all that reason which, having meanwhile 
become ratio, was misinterpreted as being rational. 

Heidegger, “On the Essence of Truth” 
 

All men by nature desire to know: in modernity, knowledge is power; power is 

control; control is freedom. But the implications of Aristotle’s axiom shift when read 

with a different emphasis: ‘All men by nature desire to know:’ the primary element that 

sets man apart is his desire for knowledge, whereby desire is the erotic component of 

knowledge, the philos sophia. 
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Desire – eros – is an unheeded but fundamental aspect of knowledge. It is not just 

the 'emotional' or 'irrational' component of human existence, but rather provides 

important information about priorities, values, and deeply held attachments. Keeping eros 

distinct from logos ensures that our desires will remain unexamined, operating in 

subconscious impulses rather than brought to the surface and discussed rationally. 

Separating the two also restricts the options of policymakers and experts, who could use 

eros to motivate people to do the right thing.  

Desire reveals what we incline towards. This is also what thinking is, according to 

Heidegger: desire projects our thinking towards that which is worthy of thought. Far from 

being an irrational or preliminary kind of knowledge, desire is an integral component of 

human logos. 

 In Otherwise than Being or Beyond Essence Levinas redefines philosophy as the 

"wisdom of love." He insists that to perform its act of love, philosophy "is called upon to 

conceive ambivalence, to conceive it in several times" (162). Straightforward rationality, 

which admits only one side of an oppositional “A” or “not-A,” leaves no room for 

ambivalence – the simultaneous existence of multiple truths. Levinas argues that 

ambivalence is the co-presence of different concepts which coexist not necessarily in 

opposition, although possibly in divergence. These concepts must be preserved to remain 

faithful to the variety, richness, and difference of reality (Benso 2005, 118).  

There are three essential components of truth left out of the scientific model of 

knowledge. The recognition of ambivalence is the first. The second – the function of 

emotion – is also neglected by a worldview which accepts only what is quantifiable. 
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Emotions are treated as being purely subjective, illogical or irrational. Thus policy-

makers assume that science is the voice of the ‘real’, and emotions are merely gut 

reactions that need to be educated or conditioned.5 Brian Wynne describes early 

expressions of public concern about new technologies in the post-war era – most notably 

in the case of nuclear power (Wynne 2003, 229). Public ‘gut’ reactions “were met with a 

monumental wall of expert puzzlement at the irrationality of such widespread primitive 

reflexes which could recognize neither the huge benefits assumed to accompany these 

enterprises nor the trustworthiness and presumed credibility of the scientific and technical 

experts in charge of them… [T]his ‘real, objective risk versus subjective, perceived risk’ 

framing was more deeply and pervasively institutionalized in modern risk management 

culture across the whole of policy thinking and practice. In this sense it represented the 

pervasive modern societal model of the relationship between scientific knowledge and 

popular culture, between the worlds of ‘facts’ and ‘values’ (or emotions)” (Wynne 2003, 

229). He calls this the deficit model—emotional reactions are seen simply as lacking 

knowledge. However, Wynne argues that public responses have intellectual substance 

which often does not correspond to institutional expert categories (Wynne 2003, 225). 

Negative reactions to new technology can include judgments about perceived risks, but 

they can also indicate a more general dissatisfaction with the dominant culture of 

expertise and its behavior.  

                                                 
5 The converse is sometimes true as well: in recent years there has been an increasing tendency in the 
political arena to dismiss science or rational thought in the name of instinct or religious conviction. I do not 
advocate such a position. My point is not that we must listen to emotion instead of reason, but that 
emotions themselves are often quite reasonable, and essential means to access certain truths which are 
unavailable to a rigidly scientific analysis. 
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The third component of truth ill-represented by modern science is an awareness of 

tone and context. Propositional truths are either correct or incorrect: they rely on the 

accordance of things in the world with a preconceived order. However, things in the 

world do not usually arrange themselves with the clarity and definitiveness of their 

scientific explanations. Latour demonstrates this in his account of field science (Latour 

1999). In a field analysis study of the forest/savanna boundary in Brazil, Latour describes 

the impossible task of determining whether parts of the forest are advancing into the 

savanna, whether they are retreating, or whether the boundary is stationary. He shows 

that reality does not conform to scientific precision, and knowledge is not a matter of 

accumulating scientific data but an endless series of translations and interpretations. 

Scientific definitions depend on context just as linguistic definitions do: anyone who has 

translated a foreign work knows the limited usefulness of definitional correspondence in 

understanding the meaning of a text. The most important information required for 

understanding an object or situation is often provided in the background, the overtones 

and mood, the simple fact of constant temporal flux. Eros is much better equipped to 

grasp this sort of knowledge than is a theory of truth based on definitions and quantitative 

analysis. 

 Ambivalence, emotion, and context: all three are essential to access truth.  

So what, then, is truth? To speak of truth is to speak of the whole. But the whole is in 

every instance constituted by a variety of experiences and perspectives; it is 

phenomenally manifold. To claim that we have found the truth through mathematized 

science is to mistake partial truth for the truth itself – for the whole. This error is 
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reiterated in the English and American legal systems each time we swear, under oath, to 

tell "the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth."  

 There are two ways to conceive of a whole. The Cartesian scientific method 

indicates that the whole is built of simples – that once we find all the requisite pieces of 

truth we can reconstruct (and therefore control) reality. But Heidegger alerts us to the 

inadequacy of this model. The whole is not to be reached by building it up out of its 

smaller parts. The Being of Dasein,” he writes, “upon which the structural whole as such 

is ontologically supported, becomes accessible to us when we look all the way through 

this whole to a single primordially unitary phenomenon which is already in this whole in 

such a way that it provides the ontological foundation for each structural item in its 

structural possibility” (Heidegger 1962, 226). This is a far cry from the scientific and 

technological worldviews, which conceive of knowledge as an accumulation of data or an 

engineering problem. Rather, Heidegger says the way to access the whole in all its 

multifold and multiform possibilities is through a careful understanding of something 

particular. Allowing room for ambivalence allows truth to exist in its many shades. A 

careful -- and caring -- attunement to tone and context provides glimpses of the truth, 

even though the truth of things is in constant motion, unattainable by definition, proof, or 

mathematical formula. Moreover, emotion, energy, and care are necessary in order to link 

knowledge and action: we only act when we are passionate about something, or someone. 

We do not convince people to act by giving them scientific facts, but by increasing their 

care for a particular situation or aspect of a thing.  
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It is only via care, commitment, and a committed understanding of a particular 

entity in the world (be it a person, a piece of land, a river, a city we call home) that we 

can access the whole. Understanding is a hermeneutic enterprise that requires 

compassion, willingness to be open and flexible, a commitment to experience, and deep 

involvement in a specific time and place. Science depends on detachment and objectivity, 

but we do not exist as detached, objective beings. We are involved: in worlds, in 

contexts, in commitments, in relationships. Scientific accuracy depends on limiting 

options, but relational entities find truth in openings, in collaboration, and in dialectical 

exchange. Instead of limiting options to what is reached through quantitative analysis, we 

should engage instead in a discursive project: building relationships and encouraging 

dialogue between disciplines, between policymakers and the public, between emotional 

responses and scientific analysis. 

When openings are created a new line of exchange or communication is possible, 

but there is also a loss of control. It is tempting to keep the things of the world sealed off 

– to limit meaning to definitions and controlled experiments. It is tempting to reinforce 

the barriers between domains of knowledge so that our knowledge remains precise, 

distinct, clear, controlled. But disciplinary knowledge does not prove very useful when 

confronted with the chaos of the world. The levee mentality is an attempt to discipline 

nature and meaning. Opening the levees in New Orleans results in a loss of control, but as 

the Corps found during the 1927 flood, it is the only way to live with the river.  
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Truth as Letting Be 

On September 20, 2001, President Bush responded to the 9/11 terrorist attacks on 

the World Trade Center and the Pentagon by declaring a Global War on Terror. As part 

of the overall strategy for the war, Bush created a new Department of Homeland Security 

(implemented in 2003) that was charged, in part, with protecting the borders of the 

United States – keeping us safe by keeping out the threatening other. In his September 20 

speech to Congress, Bush declared that "Freedom and fear are at war" (Bush 2001). He 

divided the world (or declared it so divided) into two camps: ‘us’ versus ‘them’: “Every 

nation, in every region, now has a decision to make,” he proclaimed. “Either you are with 

us, or you are with the terrorists” (Bush 2001). 

 Oppositions make complex situations easier to understand, but they are rarely 

adequate pictures of the reality. The real is chaotic, indeterminate, confusing, intractable. 

It is overwhelming. Technology’s promise of absolute control is our culture’s defense 

against the threat of indeterminacy. We spend money on armor, levees, pumps, gates, and 

we feel more powerful – we feel we are doing something. We build walls around 

domains of knowledge and nature and believe that when the walls are strong enough, 

impermeable enough, we will be safe. It is a human inclination to respond to threatening 

situations by reinforcing the barriers between oneself and the enemy. But when the 

enemy is undefined and ephemeral, freedom and security are often at odds. Heidegger 

writes that the human experience of anxiety in our fallen, inauthentic state, is fear. We 

turn away from the uncomfortable state of mind that is anxiety, and we turn toward a 

more fathomable emotion – the fear of something in the world, present-at-hand. Fear can 
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be dealt with; what we fear can be found and struck down. But when there is nothing 

corporeal to fear -- no enemy to confront – our responses to fear diminish our freedom 

instead of increasing it.  

Fear, seeking security, closes off the world. It builds walls to protect ‘us’ from 

‘them.’ A recent National Geographic cover story about border control describes the 

psychological impact of fence-building: "Borders everywhere attract violence, violence 

prompts fences, and eventually fences can mutate into walls. Then everyone pays 

attention because a wall turns a legal distinction into a visual slap in the face. We seem to 

love walls, but are embarrassed by them because they say something unpleasant about the 

neighbors—and us. They flow from two sources: fear and the desire for control" 

(Bowden 2007). 

 The environmental and social policies in New Orleans have long been based on 

fear. The uncontrollable forces of change and ambivalence are threatening. Nature is 

usually unpredictable, and often violent. Technology in New Orleans attempts to control 

what is most threatening. Levees try to stop the river from flooding. The Old River 

Control Structure tries to stop it from changing courses. Social barriers such as Story’s 

vice-district legislation and laws forbidding racial mixing try to maintain a world of clear 

oppositions, of ‘us’ and ‘them.’ 

 Heidegger writes that the essence of truth is not correspondence with definitions 

or ideas; it is not drawing boundaries around the meaning of something. Rather, the 

essence of truth is freedom. Truth is letting something be; allowing it to become what its 

nature desires to become; opening possibilities in the world. Freedom does not imply 
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indulgence (just as eros does not equal the absence of restraint), and letting be does not 

imply neglect and indifference. Rather, according to Heidegger it is just the opposite. 

Letting be is engagement with the openness of possibilities, and bringing them into being 

by bringing them out into the open, or revealing them. That revealing is aletheia, or truth:  

To let be is to engage oneself with beings. On the other hand, to be sure, this is 
not to be understood only as the mere management, preservation, tending, and 
planning of the beings in each case encountered or sought out. To let be – that is, 
to let beings be as the beings which they are – means to engage oneself with the 
open region and its openness into which every being comes to stand, bringing that 
openness, as it were, along with itself. Western thinking in its beginning 
conceived this open region as ta alethea, the unconcealed. If we translate aletheia 
as "unconcealment” rather than "truth," this translation is not merely more literal; 
it contains the directive to rethink the ordinary concept of truth in the sense of the 
correctness of statements and to think it back to that still uncomprehended 
disclosedness and disclosure of beings. (Heidegger 1993, 125) 
 

A policy that can accommodate the multiple dimensions of time and the manifold 

expressions of truth found in the world will be flexible, open, and adaptive; it will be 

liquid rather than solid. 

 

Liquid Policy 

One incident in the War on Terror revealed the nature of what is most threatening 

to us in a particularly distinctive way. On August 10, 2006, British police arrested 

twenty-five suspects allegedly involved in a transatlantic aircraft terrorist plot to carry 

explosives aboard a commercial airplane. These were not traditional bombs but liquid 

explosives. Following the incident, strict regulations were enforced on commercial 

airlines prohibiting liquids of any kind through security checkpoints.  
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In an editorial about the arrest and the resulting ban of liquids on airplanes, 

William Saletan encapsulates a central problem of modernity: the fear of the 

indeterminacy which causes us to attempt to seal ourselves off from threatening forces. 

We do not live in a solid world, he writes, but an ephemeral world – a liquid one. And it 

is inappropriate, not to mention futile, to combat liquid reality by control or containment: 

“In a liquid world, you can't seal off evil. All you can do is fight liquid with liquid. You 

have to absorb the tragedy, flowing around and through it. You need the strength of a 

river, not a rock. You need resilience. You can't be untouchable, but you can be 

undefeated” (Saletan 2006). His conclusion can be extended to both modern technology 

and science: neither the technological approach to controlling nature, nor the scientific 

approach to controlling knowledge is adequate for living in a liquid world.  

The levees built to keep the water out of New Orleans are fitting symbols of the 

project of modernity. Much like the New Orleans levees, modern systems of control and 

domination have begun to corrode. The immediate response to failure of technological 

systems is to fortify the technology – to make the levees stronger, the walls higher, the 

boundaries more solid. However, chasing technology for absolute control is a futile quest. 

As Marx writes, “All that is solid melts into air.” 

Zygmunt Bauman also describes the world as liquid. Bauman calls the 

contemporary era an age of liquid modernity – an age in which there are no longer hard 

boundaries or solid truths. Liquids, he notes, are characterized by indefinite shape and 

constant change: “Fluids neither fix space nor bind time. While solids have clear spatial 
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dimensions… fluids do not keep to any shape for long and are constantly ready (and 

prone) to change it… 

Fluids travel easily. They ‘flow’, ‘spill’, ‘run out’, ‘splash’, ‘pour over’, ‘leak’, 
‘flood’ ‘spray’, ‘drip’, ‘seep’, ‘ooze’; unlike solids, they are not easily stopped – 
they pass around some obstacles, dissolve some others and bore or soak their way 
through others still. From the meeting with solids they emerge unscathed, while 
the solids they have met, if they stay solid, are changed – get moist or drenched. 
(Bauman 2000, 2)  
 
Bauman claims that modernity began with the disengagement of time and space: 

“when space and time are separated from living practice and from each other and so 

become ready to be theorized as distinct and mutually independent categories of strategy 

and action, when they cease to be, as they used to be in long pre-modern centuries, the 

intertwined and so barely distinguishable aspects of living experience, locked in a stable 

and apparently invulnerable one-to-one correspondence. In modernity, time has history, it 

has history because of the perpetually expanding ‘carrying-capacity’ of time – the 

lengthening of the stretches of space which units of time allow to ‘pass’, ‘cross’, ‘cover’ 

– or conquer. Time acquires history once the speed of movement through space… 

becomes a matter of human ingenuity, imagination and resourcefulness” (Bauman 2000, 

8). The separation of time from distance is what occurred in New Orleans when 

steamboat travel first made long distances accessible to travelers. The relationship 

between the two has been shrinking ever since.  

In the solid era, the landed elite held the power. They expressed that power 

through conquest and colonization, domination and expansion. But, as Bauman remarks, 

time is no longer constrained by space – the distance between two people or things can be 

transcended instantaneously. Power is not limited by distance either, but can reach an 
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unlimited number of places simultaneously. Bauman writes that the liquid age augurs 

“the end of the era of mutual engagement: between the supervisors and the supervised, 

capital and labour, leaders and their followers, armies at war. The prime technique of 

power,” he continues, “is now escape, slippage, elision and avoidance, the effective 

rejection of any territorial confinement with its cumbersome corollaries of order-building, 

order-maintenance and the responsibility for the consequences of it all as well as of the 

necessity to bear their costs" (Bauman 2000, 11). 

The problem with Bauman’s theory is that liquidity and solidity become two more 

oppositional forces in a world where diametrical opposites rarely exist. The truth – like 

most truths – is in-between and multiform. The world is certainly no longer solid, but 

neither is it as inviscid as Bauman suggests. Bauman writes that in a liquid age there is 

complete disengagement – constant evasion and elusion, and an unwillingness to form 

attachments to places, things, or people. “Precarious economic and social conditions train 

men and women (or make them learn the hard way) to perceive the world as a container 

full of disposable objects, objects for one-off use; the whole world – including other 

human beings” (Bauman 2000, 162). The conditions he notes are certainly present in 

today’s world, but people are showing signs of discontentment. We still form social 

bonds and become attached to places on the earth, and many are beginning to resist the 

consequences of ubiquitous disposability. We can no more live in a truly fluid world than 

we can in a rigidly solid one. It is a heterogeneous liquid that characterizes these times – 

a liquid with density and thickness, a liquid with enough viscosity to resist the shearing 

stresses of the contemporary era.  
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Louisiana historian Harnett T. Kane once wrote of New Orelans: “It is a place that 

seems often unable to make up its mind whether it will be earth or water, and so it 

compromises” (quoted in Brinkley 2006, 125). The Mississippi River is not merely 

liquid: it collects silt from over forty percent of the contiguous United States. Lower 

Louisiana is not solid earth: in the Louisiana wetlands earth and water mix in endless 

formations and transformations. Even the air in New Orleans is viscous, with a heat and 

humidity that often makes one feel he is wading through molasses when he walks out of 

doors.  

Policy in a viscous world will have to be diachronic: it will acknowledge the 

fluctuating, protean river of time and phenomenal change. And such policy will include 

eros. Passions and emotions are usually considered in opposition to rational thought, but 

the truth is rarely that simple. Thinking always proceeds from a background of history, 

context, and emotions; and emotions are often profoundly rational – they are constant and 

important components of the human psyche. Policy that is effective, connected to action, 

and representative of reality will have to first break down the false barrier between logic 

and emotion. A world delimited by science and manipulated by technological controls 

has no need for engaged commitment and attention to the particularities of a singular time 

and place. Eros is liquid. It has no part in a solid world, because there is no such thing as 

universal love. We do not love what is indestructible, but what is fragile, what is 

perishable. We care for those things that need our care. Eros forms attachments: it drapes, 

clings, changes shape, changes directions, changes consistency, changes its mind. Eros is 
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constantly on the move. It is possible to govern eros, but not to master it with barriers and 

walls and social controls. Squeeze it too tight, and it will seep out the edges.  

On the other hand, liquid policy does not imply the absence of restraint. Rather, it 

involves the cultivation of freedom as Heidegger conceived it – as an engaged letting be. 

And letting be requires care, attention, and an ethical commitment to coaxing the best 

possible future into being. A policy that includes eros – a shared commitment and passion 

for a vulnerable city, a fragile environment – will be more effective in linking knowledge 

and action. Liquid policy is adaptive and reflexive. It demands a system-oriented 

approach to both policy and technology, rather than a rigid separation between 

knowledge and tasks.  

There are countless possibilities for such policy in New Orleans. One would be to 

use the floodplain as a fairground region, honoring New Orleans’ passion for carnival and 

festivities. Instead of hoping the houses in vulnerable areas will withstand another 

hurricane, those areas could be used for riverside community parks and seasonal events. 

The city could sponsor a hurricane carnival that celebrated the forces of nature and 

memorializing past destruction, and incorporate into the event opportunities for education 

and activism. Instead of assuring residents of New Orleans that the levees will protect 

them, thereby instituting a culture of separation and complacency, a policy of eros would 

alert them to the vulnerabilities of the region and give them tools to help them better exist 

with the region’s considerable risks. Instead of trying to keep the water out of the New 

Orleans, we can find technological solutions that allow the city to live with the water. In 

the Netherlands (no stranger to the technology of flood management) engineers designing 
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floating houses, floating roads. We might be on the path toward liquid engineering in 

Louisiana as well – a recent article in the New York Times discusses recent plans to 

consider dismantling the elaborate system of locks, dams, and power structures that keeps 

the Mississippi from changing courses (Dean 2006). According to the article, diverting 

the river would allow the river to flow into wet marshlands, once more replenishing the 

disappearing wetlands that are so vital as natural flood protection. There is no question 

that this would still be a massive feat of engineering and technology, but the technology 

would be for a different purpose: when we cease to challenge nature as an obstacle we 

will find a better way to live with it. The Mississippi will inevitably move; we will be 

better off anticipating its changes and changing along with it. Moving away from a 

control-of-nature mentality and toward more open, flexible, and system-oriented policies 

will better honor people, the natural environment, social bonds and engagement with 

nature, the certainty of uncertainty, and the constant force of change.  



 

CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

 

 Environmental and public policy in New Orleans has depended on erecting rigid 

barriers to control physical, ideological, and practical distinctions. These have attempted, 

for example, to protect the city from the natural flooding of the river with technological 

controls; to enhance expertise by isolating disciplinary knowledge domains; to clarify 

emergency response by delineating specific categories of action and responsibility; to 

encourage ‘acceptable’ behavior by isolating racial and class differences; and to improve 

policy decision making by relying on scientific knowledge and quantitative analysis. But 

theoretical and technological barricades are inadequate defenses against a chaotic, 

unpredictable world – this was demonstrated with the failure of the levees and the 

breakdown of political action after Hurricane Katrina. By insisting on separation and 

control rather than a more synoptic and ecological approach, we are hindering our ability 

to cope with reality. 

Eros, ubiquitous in New Orleans but neglected in decision making, resists rigid 

boundaries. Eros – as passion, relationship, commitment, intuition, and emotion – is a 

fundamental aspect of human experience. Eros fosters relationship and communication; it 

encourages an awareness and anticipation of chaos; it provides a link between knowledge 

and action; it includes intuition and emotion as necessary information about the human 

situation. Expert knowledge that segregates itself from the influence of eros will not
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achieve an adequate understanding of the world; nor will it succeed in motivating human 

action.  

In this thesis I attempted to establish the futility of the levee mentality in New 

Orleans and bring out some of the ways eros reveals truths about the world that remain 

invisible with a quantitative or scientific approach.  

Chapter 2 discussed the technological and political controls that precipitated the 

tragedy in New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina. Chapter 3 discussed the erotic history of 

New Orleans and established eros as a necessary – though neglected – component of 

policymaking in the city. Chapter 4 examined the philosophical underpinnings of modern 

science and technology in order to reconnect logos and eros. It concluded by anticipating 

a more ecological approach to policy and technology in the city that includes eros, 

complexity, and the constant motion of the natural world. Eros provides the element of 

understanding and ‘letting be’ in both environmental and social policy that favors a 

flexible and adaptive approach rather than rigid, uncompromising, ‘heroic’ interventions. 

Moving away from a control-of-nature mentality and toward a more ecological, system-

oriented, and flexible policies could better honor the people and environment in New 

Orleans. 
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